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THE STATE OF THE ART
Few reports have been received this quarter on work
in progress or recently completed.

New South Wales
Investigation of tbe Convict Sbip Hive
Dave Nutley, Maritime Archaeologist, NSW Dept of
Planning reports that the remains of the convict
transport Hive (1820-1835) were located at Bherwerre
Beach during a Dept of Planning remote sensing
survey conducted in December 1994. A prediction was
made of the likely location of the remains following
extensive research of historic documents as well as
local reports of ship's timbers exposed on the beach in
1974. With the assistance of Australian Defense
Industries who supplied personnel and magnetometers,
remains were located within the predicted area. The
main magnetic anomaly was located below the low
water mark. Five smaller but significant magnetic
anomalies were also located under the beach sand in
the tidal zone. In addition, possible evidence of the
survivors'camp in the form of coke, and early
nineteenth century ceramic and glass were located as
surface deposits. These items are among sand dunes at
the rear of the beach and within a discrete area.
The resulting report recommended that further
investigation be undertaken in order to determine
whether the remains were just those of the convict
transport Hive or both the Hive and the Moreton Bay
built schooner Blackbird. The Blackbird was built in
1828 and was wrecked in January 1836 while
salvaging material from the Hive. The work will also
help to guide future interpretation and management of
the site and to provide an indication of its research
potential.
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The team will be returning to the site at the end of
April 1995. Exploratory excavations will be conducted
on remains under the beach sand in the tidal zone. The
remains in the surf zone are effectively inaccessible
for excavation purposes due to the dynamic nature of
the sea. Work in this zone will be restricted to probe
surveys and to obtaining core samples of timber for
analysis.
The remains under the beach sand are below the water
table. Excavations on these anomalies will require a
caisson of sheet piles to secure the walls of the 2.5 to
3.0m deep hole. The caisson will be kept flooded to
stabilise the hole and retard the ingress of sand.
The main area of wreckage, being below the low water
mark is SUbject to the provisions of the Historic
Shipwrecks Act 1976. Disturbance of this site requires
an excavation permit to be issued by the Director of
Planning as the NSW Delegate for the administration
of the Commonwealth Historic Shipwrecks Act. The
strip of beach sand between low and high water mark
is part of NSW. A Section 140 application was
therefore also lodged under the NSW Heritage Act
1977.
ASHA Talk Dates
Tony Lowe of the ASHA Committee reports that the
dates of the remaining 1995 talks bave been slightly
revised in some instances as follows (please amend
your yellow card):
Thursday 27 April
Judy Birmingham, Archaeology ofthe British Empire:
a post colonial perspective.
Thursday 22 June
Robert Varman, The archaeology of the three
settlements, Kingston, Norfolk Island.

Thursday 31 August
(changed from 24 August,)
Graham Connah, Exploring Africa's past, 1961-1995:

session, a series of papers showed that practitioners
are beginning to integrate gender as a category of
analysis in a fundamental way. Judy Birmingham
began with 'The almighty made them for use': seeking
gender in contact archaeology, a study of gender in
contact situations, using the example of remote sites
such as Hermansberg to explore the survival strategies
deployed by Aboriginal women. Susan CheneyLawrence, in Gender and Material Culture on the
Victorian Goldfields, considered the difficult area of
'gender visibility' in the archaeological record. She
advocated the adoption of an interpretive stance which
uses multiple sources to challenge a perception of
goldfIelds as explicitly male spaces. Linda Young,
discussed The Material Reconstruction of Gentility: A
Context for Understanding the Role of Women in
Early 19th Century Sites, as a means of linking the
material world with the ideological, investigating
different archaeological dimensions of the complex
paradigm of gentility. My paper Boarding houses in
the Rocks: Mrs Ann Lewis' Privy, 1865 concluded the
session, with a case study attempting to implement
some of Linda's suggestions. Using evidence from a
late 19th century boarding-house, an understanding of
the ways that Mrs Lewis asserted her respectability in
furnishing and running her business challenges a
public/private dichotomy and a valuation of the 'male'
public sphere over the private.

a personal account.

Thursday 23 November
John Mulvanney, Musing amidst the ruins': Historical
Archaeology 25+ years BP.
Venues: 'The Terrace', at the Australian Museum,
Sydney, except for the November meeting which will
be in the Stephen Roberts Threatre, University of
Sydney. All lectures start 6pm. All invited.
Royalty Cheque From Baywood Publishing
ASHA is pleased to announce receipt of a further
royalty cheque (the seventeenth) from Baywood
Publishing from sales of Historical Archaeology: A
Guide to Substantive and Theoretical Contributions,
edited by Robert L. Schuyler ($26.95 + $2.50
postage), Baywood Publishing Co. Inc, Amityville,
New York 11701.
The Third Women In Archaeology Conference:
A Review
The Third Women in Archaeology Conference
Redefining Archaeology: Feminist Perspectives was
held in Sydney over 3-5 February 1995. Jane Lydon
contributed this review:

The participation of several overseas speakers
including Janet Spector, Suzanne Spencer-Wood and
Ian Hodder, added to the diversity of papers. Spector's
paper,
Doing Feminist
archaeology.
What
difference(s) does it make? pursued some of the
implications of her ground breaking book What this
Awl Means. Spencer-Wood was indefatigable: as well
as her paper Feminist redefinitions of archaeological
paradigms and epistemology, which analysed gender
in historical archaeology in North America, she gave
several other papers at different venues. Overall, this
event was exciting to be at, affIrming the growing
importance of gender and a feminist archaeology.

The first Women in Archaeology conference was a
religious experience, as my friend Steph said. The
number and involvement of the participants created a
fIrst-time experience of solidarity and intellectual
excitement which was unforgettable. The second was
similarly edifying in a more familiar kind of way. The
third, recently held in Sydney, continued this
emerging pattern.
A gruelling programme covered a wide range of
archaeological topics: Feminism and the politics of
archaeological
discourse,
Feminism
and
archaeological theory, Feminism in the Field, Case
Studies, Archaeology and the Goddess, Pictures past
and present, Death Becomes Her. Historical
Archaeology was better represented than at previnus
conferences. with papers ranging from theoretical
discussions of gender in archaeology, through case
studies to a work-place analysis (Mary Casey: Gender
in Historical Archaeology 1991-1995: The impact of
thefirst WAC).

A.C.T.
Australasian His/oricalArchaeology Volume 14
Call For Papers
Graham Connah will edit volume 14 of Australasian
Historical Archaeology which will be centred round
his work on Baggot's Mill. Anyone wishing to
contribute papers please contact Graham at the
Humanities Research Centre, A.N.U. ph 61 06 249
3438 (direct line) or 06 249 2700.

In the 'Engendering Archaeology' Case Studies
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New Zealand

Dependency. A report for the Antarctic Heritage Trust
is in preparation. Contact the author for further
information.

Conservation Plans. Copies of detailed conservation
plans produced by Dept of Conservation Conservancy
offices on a wide range of N Z. historic resources are
available from the Historic Resources Section, Head
Office, Dept of Conservation, Private Bag,
Wellington, New Zealand. These include reports on
archaeological site stabilisation and vegetation
managemen~ reconstruction and timber conservation
work on timber dams and buildings, rock art
conservation, masonry restoration on specific sites,
e.g. the Kawau Island copper smelter, and the Ripapa
Island fortifications in Lyttleton harbour, and major
restoration work on logging trestles in Southland.
Write to Paul Mahoney at the above address for
further details.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
In chronological order.

Africa: Precolonial Achievement
10-12 June 1995
Venue: Humanities Research Centre Reading Room
This
conference
will
re-appraise
modern
understanding of Africa prior to the colonial period.
The emphasis will be on the last few thousand years
rather than on remoter times.

Over the summer months several historical
archaeological excavations and conservation projects
have been undertaken in New Zealand. These include
excavation of a well at Okaito (associated with the
first government house), excavations at the Stone
Store in Kerikeri (N.Z.'s oldest standing stone
building), restoration work on the Piako tramway and
inclines, an interpretation project on a small but
spectacular 1901 power station site at Okere Falls,
mapping of the Opepe historic reserve (a N.Z. Wars
redoubt site), and surveys and excavations associated
historic gold mining in Otago at Macraes Flat, the
Barewood plateau and in the Nevis Valley.

Leading international scholars from a total of eight
countries, both inside and outside Africa, will draw on
current research in archaeology, history, linguistics
and other disciplines to provide a new insight into the
achievements ofAfrican culture and society before the
interventuion of European colonialism.
Professor Graham Connah, who is convenor of this
conference, had requested that the progranune be
reproduced in the Newsletter. The following is an
abbreviated version of the Provisional Program. For a
more detailed version of the program and information
on accommodation, the conference dinner and preregistration please contact the Administrator,
Humanities Research Centre, A.N.U., Canberra A.CT.
0200. ph 0061 062492700.

The extensive evidence of scheelite mining at
Glenorchy has also recently been documented.
Features on a proposed rail trail, the track-bed of the
obsolete Central Otago branch line have also been
recorded as part of a management plan. Anyone
seeking further information on these projects should
contact Dr Neville Ritchie, Regional Archaeologis~
Dept of Conservation, Private Bag 3072, Hamilton,
New Zealand.

The conference is open to anyone on payment of the
registration fee. The registration cost is $80.00 ($100
after the due date: June 2nd). Paper presenters and
session chairs $40.00 concession/student rate $50.00
after date of registration. Daily rate: $40.00, $20.00
student daily rate (one day only).

There has been a proliferation of archaeological
consultancies in New Zealand over the past year,
much of it stemming from the passing of the Resource
Management 1993 which makes it virtually
compulsory to obtain an 'archaeological clearance'
when applying for resource consents. As a
consequence the Act has generated a considerable
additional volume of site assessment and mitigation
work.

9.45am

Neville Ritchie returned in late January 1995 from his
fourth stint of archaeological and conservation work
on the Shackleton and Scott huts in the Ross

1I.00am
II.30am

Saturday 10 June 1995
9.00am
9.30am
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Registration & welcome
Prof. Graham Connah: Introduction to the
Conference
Prof. Richard B Lee, University of
Toronto Africa: The hunter-gatherer
foundations
morning tea
Dr Joanna Casey, University of Toronto

12.45pm
2.00pm

3.15pm
3.45pm

5.00pm
7.30pm

The ecology offood production in Africa:
the past and present use of the
environment
lunch
Dr Alinah Segobye, University of
Botswana Symbols of change: cattle and
cultural complexity in
later African
prehistory.
afternoon tea
Dr Thomas McCaskie, University of
Birmingham, U.K. Landscape into
history: mastery over land and state
formation in Sub-Saharan Africa.
end of session

Australasian Society For Historical
Archaeology & Australian Institute For
Maritime Archaeology
Combined Annual Conference
22nd to 25th October 1995
CSIRO Complex, Hobart, Tasmania
ASHA and AlMA will hold a joint conference this
year. Sessions and papers are called for that cross the
boundaries of the two disciplines. Members are asked
to present papers on a wide range of themes with
relevance to both areas of archaeology. The organising
committee has received expressions of interest in the
following themes:

conference dinner,
Vivaldi Restaurant, ANU Arts Centre

Snnday 11 June 1995
9.30am

10.45am
11.15am

12.30pm
2.00pm

3.15pm
3.45pm

5pm

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Roland Fletcher, University of Sydney
Precolonial African urbanism: its scale
and extent
morning tea
Prof. George Brooks, lndiana University
West Africa: eight ecological-historical
eras and prospectsfor the future
lunch
Prof. Bassey Andah, University oflbadan,
Nigeria The emergence and development
ofurban settlements in West Africa
afternoon tea
Dr Henry Mutoro, University of Nairobi,
Kenya Precolonial trading systems ofthe
East African interior
end of session, evening free

The committee wishes to orient the conference
towards critical reflection of maritime archaeology,
historical archaeology and cultural resource
management, incorporating a wide range of thematic
issues and theoretical approaches. What is the
relationship between maritime and historical
archaeology? How often do our interests interlink?
How can we best utilise the different data we collect?
The committee seeks contributions from both
maritime and historic archaeologists on, for instance,
the theme of cultural landscapes. It is envisaged that
field excursions will be arranged for the day before
and the day after the conference

Monday 12 June 1995
9.30am

10.45am
11.15am

12.30pm
2.00pm

cultural landscapes
maritime industries
databases and registers
comparative artefact studies
material culture and institutions of control
ethuicity in the archaeological record

Dr George Abungu, National Museums of
Kenya, Mombasa City states of the East
African coast and their maritime contacts
morning tea
Prof. Elizabeth Isichei, University of
Otago Historians, archaeologists and
linguistics: working misunderstandings?
lunch
Chair: Prof. Graham Connah
Discussion Panel: African prehistory:
where now?

If you are interested in presenting a paper or
organising a session please contact either:
Paris Kostoglou or Mike Nash
Cultural Heritage Section, Parks & Wildlife Service
PO Box 44A, Hobart, Tasmania, 700 I
ph. 002 33 2387 fax 002 24 0884

The 1996 Conference of the Society for
Historical and Underwater Archaeology
(Sha) Conference
This conference will be held at Omni Netherland
Plaza, Cincinatti, Ohio, over January 2-7 1996.
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The theme is 'Bridging Distances: Recent Approaches
to Immigration, Migration, and Ethnic Identity; and
Forged Partnerships in Outreach and Education'.

Graham Edward Connah:
A Eulogy From His Friends At D.N.E.
From Africa to U.N.E.
Was quite a change of scenery
But he must have got to like the place;
Stayed lots of years- all knew his face
A great Department that he ran,
Though had its little Cambridge clan!
We all felt welcome. "here's the spot
To meet and learn- it has the lot."
His staff, flat out, yet give up days
To help the students fmd their ways.

Contacts are:
Marcy Gray, Conference Chair, Gray and Pape Inc.,
1318 Main St, Cincinnatti, Ohio 45210, Ph. (513) 6656707, EMail: 76554.33I3@compuserve.com.
or Kim A McBride, Program Co-ordinator, Dept of
Anthropology, 21 I Lafferty Hall, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0024, Ph. (606) 2571944, EMail: KAMCBROO@UKCC.UKY.EDU

At fIrSt, thought some a bit too pukka
For digging middens at Clybucca
Yet soon he showed a thing or two
Of excavation that he knew
Then later on a niche he found
In artefacts ~ the ground!
"Snapshots from the air" he says
"Will help a look at Saumarez.
And a story's there in the walls forlorn
Of Richard's house at Winterbourne."

First International &
Eighth Australian Engineering Heritage
Conference
The first International and Eighth Australian
Engineering Heritage Conference with the theme of
"Engineering Heritage Shaping Our Future" will be
beld in the Newcastle City Hall Conference Centre,
NSW over 29 September- 2nd October 1996.

The true professor in his looks
And office walls all lined with books;
He's sometimes touchy, even curt,
But never would his students hurt,
One thing we're sure 'bout him is that
His pet hate's the bureaucrat!

In addition to papers, visits will be made to local
engineering heritage sites, including the Newcastle
Regional Museum, and the Richmond Main Colliery
Historic Park, once the site of the largest shaft mine in
the southern hemisphere. The conference will be
preceded by a 4 day optional tour of Sydney including
visits to engineering heritage sites in the Blue
Mountains and the Hunter Valley.

His dad collected stamps we know,
For ASHA's journals tell us so,
He's pro-Australia, though he can't quite
Shout "Ow yer goin' mate, all right?"

Deadlines:

He knows long words, prefers them short
As this is how he thinks we ought
To write. And for him to please
We must dot our I's and cross our 1's

Receipt of Synopsis 30 July 1995
Notification ofAcceptance 30 September 1995
Receipt of Papers 28 February 1996
Final Acceptance 30 April 1996

To Beryi Connah, good luck too.
In his book he wrote of you..
Your "stoic patience". it was grand
Yes, we think we understand

All correspondence relating to the Conference
organisation, including offers of papers and
indications of interest should be addressed to:

Now Graham's offto A.N.U.
To do the things M wants to do.
So the task's with us, we now believe
But then, we1ve something up our sleeveA brand you discipline, you see
Called Rhyming Archaeology

The Conference Manager
Newcastle Division,
The Institution of Engineers, Australia
P.O. Box 238C
Newcastle, NSW 2300
Phone +6149264440 Fax +6149 29 7121

From U.N.E. we wish you well,
And send those bureaucrats to hell!

A Further Information brochure is also available from
the same contact.

Mark Allen 28. I 0.94
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ASHA PUBLICATIONS
The Australasian Journal ofHistorical Archaeology
Special Offer Yols. 2-10 (inclusive) $10.00 each

Members
VoLt 1983
Vo1.2
VoU
Vol.4
Vo1.51987
Vo1.61988
Vo1.71989
Vo1.81990
Vo1.91991
Vo1.10

Non-members
out a/print

1984
1985
1986

SIO.00
SIO.OO
S13.00

$15.00
S15.00
S17.00

S14.00
S15.00
S16.00
S17.00
S18.00
1992

$18.00
$19.00
S20.00
S21.00
S22.00
S18.00

S22.00

Major Publications
Birmingham, Bairstow & Wilson (OOs)
S26.00
Archaeology a/Colonisation: Australia in the World Context. Papers from the Sf!Venth Annual ASHA Conference
Birmingham & Bairstow (eds)
S20.00
Papers in Australian Historical Archaeology Selected ASHA Newsletter Articles 1969-1982
Birmingbam, J
$36.00
WybaJenna: The Archaeology ofCultural Accommodation in Nineteenth Century Tas1tUlnia
S12.50

Rogers, B
Nineteenth Century Sall Manu/aduring Sites in Tasmania

Occasional Papers
Maureen Byrne:
Eleanor Crosby:
Marjorie Graham:
R. V.J Varman:
Kate Holmes:

Ross Bridge, Tasmania
Survey and Excavations at Fort Dundas, Melville Island, NT.
Printed Ceramics in Australia
The Marseilles or French Pattern Tile in Australia
Windsor Barracks

Postage & Packing in Australia:
Journals & Occasional Papers add $4.00 per item.
Major publications add S6.50 per item

$6.00 each

Postage & packing overseas (surface mail):
Journals & Occasional papers add $5.00 per item
Major publications: add $15.00 per item

ASHA CONTACTS
A.C.T.

N.S.W.
New Zealand

Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Ricbard Morrison cfAHC, GPO Box 1567, Canberra 2601, pb. (06) 271 2111
Mary Casey, 68 Warren Rd, Marrickville 2204,
pb. 02 558 2014
Neville Ritchie, Dept of Conservation, Private Bag 3072, Hamilton, N.Z. ph.(OOII) 64 838 3363,
fax (0011) 64 8381004
vacant
Eleanor Crosby, 21 Castle Hill Drive, Nerang, 4211, ph. 075 78 2255
Susan Lawrence-Cbeney, Archaeology, Flinders University, P.O. Box 2100, Adelaide 5001, pb.08
2012595
Angela McGowan, Parks & Wildlife Service, GPO Box 443, Hobart 7000, pb. 002 336 596
Fiona Weaver, 4 The Avenue, Belmonl3216, ph. 052 431 462.
Myra Stanbury, WA Museum, CliffSt, Fremantle 6160
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COMBINED ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Australasian Society for Historical
Archaeology
and

Australian Institute for Maritime
Archaeology

22nd to 25th October 1995
CSIRO Complex
Hobart, Tasmania

This year ASHA and AlMA will hold a joint
conference. Sessions and paper.; are called for that cross
the boundaries of the two disciplines. Members are
asked to present paper.; on a wide range ofthemes with
relevance to both areas of archaeology. The organising
committee has received expressions of interest in the
following themes:
• cultural landscapes
• maritime industries
• comparative artefact studies
• material culture and institutions of control
• ethoicity in the archaeological record

Box 220 Holme Building
Univer.;ity of Sydney 2006
Ph (02) 35122763 Fax .(02) 351 4889

Papers and sessions on a wide variety of interests can
be catered for, dependant on demand.
The committee wishes to orient the conference towards
critical reflection of maritime archaeology, historical
archaeology and cultural resource management,
incorporating a wide range of thematic issues and
theoretical approaches. What is the relationship
between maritime and historical archaeology? How
often do our interests interlink? How can we best
utilise the different data we collect? The committee
seeks contributions from both maritime and historic
archaeologists on, for instance, the theme of cultural
landscapes.
Individual sessions will include views on material
culture from both disciplines; however, provision will
be made for concurrent sessions concentrating on
specific issues if required. The conference is open to
everyone. We welcome contributions from other
disciplines.
If you are interested in presenting a paper or organising
a session please contact either:
Paris Kostoglou or Mike Nasb
AIMAlASHA Conference
Cultural Heritage Section
Parks and Wildlife Service
PO Box 44A
Hobart, Tasmania, 7001
(ph. 002 33 2387)

(fax: 002 24 0884)

Excursions in the Hobart area, to Forestier and Tasman
Peninsulas, and a river cruise have been organised.
(Additional information is available in the conference
brochure.)

PROPOSED SESSION

STATE NEWS

Landscape and Australian Identities:
1788 to the Present
The Australian landscape has been radically altered
since the arrival of the first fleet in 1788. The land has
been cleared of timber, fenced, ploughed, mined. New
plants and animals have been introduced. Urban and
suburban landscapes have been created.
The aim of the proposed session is to provide social
interpretations ofhow different groups use the landscape
to construct their identities. Papers may take a
development approach, or they may focus on landscapes
and cultural identity at a particular time in the past or
present.
The following paper titles give some idea of the scope
of the proposed session. We are keen to include
contributions from the mainland. We would encourage
contributions from honours and post-graduate stadents.

• Fencing the Central Plateau: inscribing rural
identities on the Tasmanian landscape (Dave Collett)
• Tasmanian police culture and the moral geography of
suburban landscapes (Joan Knowles)

ASHA NEWS FROM TASMANIA
(provided by Angela McGowan)
Publications
By the time you read this, David Collett's long-awaited
report on his survey of historic heritage places on
Tasmania's Central Plateau should be available as a
publication in the Parks and Wildlife Service's
Occasional Paper series. The full reference is: David
Collett. 1995. Inventory Of European Historic
Structures On Tasmania's Central Plateau. Occasional
Paper No. 33. Parks And Wildlife Service, Departtnent
of Environment and Land Management, Tasmania.
Copies are available from the Resources Clerk, PWS,
PO Box 44A, Hobart, Tasmania, 7001, price $10.
An even-longer-awaited report is mine (Angie
McGowan) on the archaeological survey of Sarah Island.
I was able to devote a few weeks recently to working on
my survey of the remains of the Macquarie Harbour
penal settlement on Sarah Island. Hopefully this will
be rmalised later this year and also be available in the
Occasional Paper series.

PROPOSED PAPERS

Heritage Management

Several papers and abstracts relating to the different
sessions have already been received, these include:

The Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service (with help
from the Australian Heritage Commission) has been
ttying to grapple with assessing the cultural significance
of traditional practices in National Parks. Social
anthropologist Joan Knowles has been working on
identifying the problems involved, such as "is there an
accepted dermition of 'traditional practice'?" and "how
are traditional practices different from other recreational
activities?" PWS intend following up Joan's work
with a major investigation ofthe cultural significance of
traditional practices in the World Heritage Area.

• The Transfer of Watermill Technology From Britain
to Australia in the 19th Century (Warwick Pearson)
• To Watch or Restrain: Appropriations ofLandscape
in the Tasmanian Female Factory System (Eleanor C.
Casella)
• 'When the Timber Cut Out' (Michael A. Tracy)
• The Nineteenth Century Pacific Guano Trade (Dan
O'Donnell)
• Current Issues in Artefact Analysis and Research
Designs (Ted Higginbotham)
• National Parks and Wildlife Service ofNSW. Historic
Heritage Maintenance Survey (Denis Gojak)
• Against the Elements: Maintaining the Historic
Places in the Ross Dependency, Antarctica (Neville
Ritchie)
• The U.S. Forest Service 'Passport in Time'
Programme - a presentation based on being a
participant observer (Alexy Sinunons)

The Tasmanian office ofAustral Archaeology undertook
or co-ordinated the following projects in the second half
ofthe 1994/1995 financial year;
• Justin McCarthy and David Parham commenced work
on an archaeological management strategy for the
Wapping precinct of lower Collins Street in Hobart
which is being developed as part of the federal
government's Better Cities program. The project
included a heritage fabric audit undertaken by
architectural historian Mike Grant and the production of
an archaeological zoning plan founded on an historical
overview compiled by historian Tony Rayner.
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• Justin McCarthy and David Parham along with
historian Kathy Evans, structural engineer Peter Spratt
and architect Brendan Lennard commenced work on a
conservation management plan of the privately owned
former Pilot Station structures at Macquarie Heads near
Strahan on the west coast.
Brett Noble will be doing the cultural heritage
management for the World Heritage Area at Parks and
Wildlife Service during August and September while
Angie McGowan is on leave. Ian Terry who was
assisting Martin Davies with historic heritage
management at PWS is having a few months break, but
will be back at Parks in September.

In February Denise Gaughwin was appointed Senior
Archaeologist at Forestry Tasmania. Denise replaces
Anne McConnell who resigned last year, and is
responsible for managing both historic and Aboriginal
heritage in Tasmanian forests. Forestry Tasmania has a
National Estate Grant for a survey of historic heritage in
the forested areas of the Central Plateau. Look out in
the near future for Denise's advert for a project
archaeologist.
Any century now Tasmania should get legislation to
protect historic heritage places. The Historic Cultural
Heritage Bill 1994 is currently tabled in Parliament.
Hopefully it will be debated and passed, although only
time will tell how effectively it will protect historic
heritage places. As it stands the Bill does not provide
blanket protection for historic places but requires sites
to be nominated to a Register. It allows stop-work
orders on any un-nominated sites thought to be of
heritage significance and which are in danger of being
impacted upon. It remains to be seen whether the
legislation can be used to protect cultural landscapes
and important movable collections associated with
registered buildings. Also - how well will the
legislation be resourced to achieve its goals?
Surveys and excavations
An Austral Archaeology team compnsmg David
Parham, Martin Rowney and experienced museum
volunteers undettook an archaeological works program
associated with Stage I of the redevelopment of the
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery precinct. This
involved: a small excavation along the front of the
Museum Cottage which was possibly constructed as
early as 1809; recording of the Cove escarpment and
monitoring the demolition of a 1950s museum
laboratory in the vicinity of the Customs House and
lifting of a concrete foundation slab.
Austral's Peter Douglas, Martin Rowney and a small
band of volunteers undertook an archaeological

excavation and survey for the Port Arthur Historic Site
Management Authority. The work included impact
mitigation excavations in the vicinity of the
Penitentiary bakehouse, Rose Cottage and Guard Tower
within the Port Arthur Historic Site. David Parham and
Martin Rowney then completed historic site surveys of
selected areas earmarked for development within the
historic site, at the Garden Point Caravan Park and in
the area to be developed as a jetty at Possum Bay.
In addition to Austral commitments, David Parham had
input to the Queen's Domain Management Plan being
prepared by landscape architect Jerry de Gryse for the
Hobart City Council and also completed an
archaeological survey of a wood production area owned
by Boral Timber Tasmania in the vicinity of Lake
Sorell.

Martin Rowney undertook excavations for the Parks and
Wildlife Service within the former Superintendent's
quarters at Hope Island near Dover. The Hope Island
site was originally an outstation for the Dover convict
probation station (1844-1847) and is currently being
covered with a free standing roof. Martin has also
undertaken a recordinglbulk excavation exercise at
Entally House near Hadspen in the north of the State.
This involved recording several phases of drainage
associated with the historic site.
Brett Noble is undertaking an NEGP study for the
Parks and Wildlife Service of convict Probation
Stations. These stations form the principal physical
remains of a penal system operating in Tasmania during
the 1840s and early 1850s. In addition to the station
sites, there is a copious amount of archival material and
first-hand accounts informing on the system. The studY
forms the second stage of a survey ofprobation stations.
The principal objective is to understand the extent and
nature of physical remains at station sites with a view
to developing management guidelines.
Party Kostoglou is undertaking a survey ofhistoric bay
whaling sites for the Parks and Wildlife Service,
funded from the National Estate Grants Program. This
9 month survey is the second component in a project
initiated to document, record and then manage historic
sites associated with the bay whaling industry in
Tasmania. Between 1805 and c1860, this industry was
one of the paramount economic and social ones in the
colony, resulting in the establishment of up to 100
sites throughout the state from which whalers sought
their quarty. The first part of this project was the
location and interpretation of archival sources by
historian Katherine Evans, which formed the
foundation for the field based archaeological survey.
To date Party has located and recorded 70 station sites
on coastline and islands. Most of these retain
substantial vestiges of features such as try works,
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whalers huts and waterside slipways. A final report
combining both the historical and archaeological
findings will be published after the projects
completion.

ASHA NEWS FROM
SOUTII AUSTRALIA
(provided by Susan Lawrence-Cheney)
Former East End Market
The fmal chapter in the East End Market saga was
enacted in January with the deslIUction ofthe remains of
the Rookery cottages in Adelaide. Nine small timber
cottages, each with a rear lean-to, were built about 1857
near the tannery owned by William Peacock and may
have been originally intended for tannery workers.
Footings of the cottages, sub-floor deposits, a paved
laneway and rear yards, a cistern, and a communal toilet
block were initially excavated in 1992 by Austral
Archaeology on behalf of the Adelaide City Council and
the National Trust.
It was hoped that the
archaeological remains could be incorporated in a plaza
within the redevelopment plans for the area but this was
not to be and instead the site was destroyed to make
way for excavated basements in a block of units. Prior
to the deslIUction of the cottages a brief archaeological
excavation was carried out by Back-Tracks Heritage
Consultants. At the time the remaining two cottages
were tested and the excavation ofthe cistern completed.
Analysis is now proceeding and a report is expected
shortly.
Moran's Farm
This was the fmal of two seasons of excavation at
Moran's Farm carried out by Flinders University and
Adelaide University as part of their field methods
course. The Moran's were an important Catholic family
in Melrose and Thomas Moran was the Melrose
publican for many years as well as a farmer and land
speculator. The farm was developed in the 1870s and
1880s as part of agricultural expansion into the dryland
wheat growing areas beyond Goyder's Line of Rainfall.
Archaeological work has included recording the site,
excavations at the farmhouse, and a sW'Vey of artefacts in
the plough zone. This is part of research into the
Goyder's Line experiment, a significant phase in South
Australian history, and is directed at reconslIUcting the
1870s landscape and evaluating the effects of the shift
from pastoralism to agriculture.

Randell's Graving Dock
The State Heritage branch, in association with the
Flinders University Archaeology Society, conducted
excavations at the site of Randell's Graving Dock in
Mannum as part of the project to restore the paddle
steamer Marion. The dock, built in 1873 as a floating
dry dock, was later installed in the bank of the River
Mannum where it serviced many of the steamers on the
river. Excavations were directed at establishing the
extent ofthe dock and at locating associated work sheds
on the bank beside it.
Personnel
After only a year in South Australia as assistant State
Maritime Archaeologist, Cos Coroneos has accepted a
position with the Northern Territory Museum in
Darwin. Cos left at the end of May and while he will
be missed here, we wish him well in the NT, and lots
ofluck evading crocodiles.

ASHA NEWS FROM NEW ZEALAND
(provided by Neville Ritchie)
Things have been rather quiet on the historical
archaeology front in New Zealand during the past
quarter. The annual N. Z. Archaeological Association
conference was held in Dunedin, Otago in June.
Compared with the situation in recent years relatively
few historical archaeology papers were presented, and
those that were, were largely concerned with
goldmining, the major historical industry in the
province. Papers included the Archaeology of a living
Gold field by Peter Petchey, a somewhat maligned
Numerical Method for Assessing History
Archaeological Sites presented by John Bywater, a
mining company environmental manager, and
Goldmining in Otago by Jill Hamel. Neville Ritchie
presented a paper outlining his latest work on Scott and
Shackleton's huts in the Ross Dependency. The
conference fieldtrip was to the Macreas opencast
goldmine, the largest operating goldmine in New
Zealand at present, and to an operational stamper
battery in the nearby Golden Point historic reserve.
The countryside around the mines looked spectacularly
attractive with more than 30 cm of snow on the ground
from heavy falls the previous night.
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musical refrain). Is it only a superficial change or are
these other changes afoot?

ASHA NEWS FROM
NEW SOUTH WALES
(provided by Mary Casey)
Historical Archaeology in Sydney is very busy at the
moment. Godden Mackay are in the process of
completing a draft of the Archaeological Assessment
Guidelines for the department of Planning. Recently a
number of meetings were held to discuss the guidelines
and to allow input from the archaeological community.
A lot of diverse opinion was given by all.
Wayne Johnson is directing an excavation at Dawes
Point. This was the site of the 1791 battery and the
1856 Officer's Quarters. This excavation is following
on from testing of the site undertaken in 1994. The
battery was built in 1791 and demolished in 1925. It
was constructed when England was at war with Spain
in Nootka Sound in North America. The battery was
reinforced in the 1850s when England was involved in
the Crimean War and Sydney was concerned about the
prospect of an attack from the Russian fleet. The
battery was demolisbed for the construction of the
Sydney Harbour Bridge. Aside from the excavation the
Sydney Cove Authority has a Schools program which
Louise Zarmati is running Monday to Friday. The
excavation is operating 7 days a week until August.
Visitors are welcome. For further information phone
255-1788.
A forum on the Conservation Plan was recently held in
the Great Hall at Sydney University. It was on of the
coldest, mosfuncomfortable experiences of my life,
with no heating, and not enough cold food to go
around. Conference organisers pleas note comfort and
amenity at venues is crucial to the success of the
project. It was the day after the coldest June day had in
Sydney in 100 years. Many delegates left before the
end of the day because it was so cold. Amidst the
conservation architects and planners a few archaeologists
and students were identified, including Ted
Higginbotham, Tony Lowe and Warwick Pearson. Of
concern to a number of us was the rising prevalence of
Heritage Assessments and Conservation Plans being
undertaken which include a two line dismissal of the
archaeological potential or significance of a site. Very
few architects (I do not know of any) have the
archaeoiogical expertise to be making these
observations and )Vbere they have made them they have
been wrong. This is totally unethical. Another
concern was the level of primary research undertaken for
a number ofthese projects where basic resources such as
land title plans had not been consulted.
The Heritage Branch, Department of Planning (DoP)
has now become the Heritage Branch, Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning (DUAP, like the 1960s

Ted Higginbotham is about to undertake a week's
excavation at the Old Government House at Parrarnatta.
Ted has recently finished his excavation report on a
residential site at Bowman Street, Pyrmont.
Mary Casey and Tony Lowe are busy. Tony recently
completed an excavation report on the 1860s
Greene/iffe at Kirribilli and Mary finished the report on
the Queen's Arms Inn at Rouse Hill and is almost
finished the report on the Paragon Iron Foundry,
Pynnont and the associated dwelling.
Warwick Pearson is on a contract with Pacific Power
which goes for another 6 months and is now working
with Dr Josephine McDonald who is filling Sue
McIntyre's old shoes for 6 months.
Peter Douglas, in association with Justin McCarthy,
has established a wing of Austral Archaeology in
Sydney and have undertaken a conservation plan of
BHP at Broken Hill.
Central Australia Archaeology Project
Associate Professor Judy Binningham - now head of the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Ancient History at
Sydney University - and her team, Andrew Wilson,
Alistair Paterson, Shame Thomas, Pip Smart and
Matthew Kelleher spent June and July in Central
Australia on this CAAP field season.
The 1995 season began with the team's attendance at a
three day Glass Tool Replication Workshop organised
by Sean Freeman at the University of South Australia's
Faculty of Aboriginal and Islander Education. This
highly-successful workshop drew upon the expertise of
Kym Akerman from the Northern Territory Museum in
Darwin, Dan Witter of the NPWS in NSW, and Richard
Fullagar, currently based with the Australian Museum,
Sydney in the replication of both stone and glass
artefacts. Other participants included staff and students
at the Centre, including those who worked on the
collection of glass artefacts from the Onkaparinga River
Estuary under Sean's direction.
Viaorous
discussion characterised all sessions on both
e

replication and field recording techniques and the
Workshop was a most rewarding experience for all
participants. Proceedings were extensively videoed, as
were those of the First Workshop in 1994. It seems
likely that a Third Workshop will be organised next
year to develop this growing field of interest in contact
archaeological studies: enquiries can be directed to Sean
Freeman, 08-2741384.
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This photograph shows the ruins of the 1872 Strangways Springs
Overland Telegraph Station in the background, and the slightly later
stone water tank built to provide clean water for the Telegraph
banery cells in the foreground. Strangways Springs (west of Lake
Eyre) was one of the two Central Australian historical
archaeological sites surveyed by the Sydney University team in their

1995 June-July

seaso~:

the other was the Lutheran Mission at

Killalpaninna (east of Lake Eyre). The purpose of these surveys

Strangeways Springs is a site being actively developed as a historic
site by the SA government: it was currently being fenced by the
Kidman pastoral company working with the Arabanna Aboriginal
Community. i~ traditional custodians. The CAAP team was also able
to work with the Arabanna community. and will be providing the
results of both archival and archaeological research them as they
become available.
The 1995 survey and mapping program continued the CAAP work

was to spatially extend the study of these limited-occupation

program of both 1992 and 1994. It comprised the first season of

European sites in order to explore archaeologically their impact on

three seasons funded by an ARC Large Grant. Results this year

the lifestyles of the Aboriginal population of the area.

were extremely promising. and a fuller intenn report on this season
should follow in the next Newslener.
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES

The 1996 Conference of the
Society for Historical and Underwater
Archaeology (sha) Conference

First International and
Eighth Australian Engineering Heritage
Conference

This conference will be beld at Omni Netherlands
Plaza, Cincinatti, Ohio, over January 2-7 1996.

The first International and Eighth Australian
Engineering Heritage Conference with the theme of
'Engineering

The theme is 'Bridging Distances: Recent Approaches
to Immigration, Migration, and Ethnic Identity; and
Forged Partnerships in Outreach and Education.
Contacts are:
Marcy Gray, Conference Chair, Gray and Pape Inc.,
1318 Main St, Cincinatti, Ohio 45210, Ph. (513) 6656707, EMail: 76554.3313@compuserve.com.
or Kim A. McBride, Program Co-ordinator, Dept of
Anthropology, 211 Lafferty Hall, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0026, Ph. (606) 257194, EMail: KAMCBROO@UKCC.UKY.EDU

Heritage Shaping Our Future' will be held in the
Newcastle City Hall Conference Centre, NSW over 29
September - 2 October 1996.
In addition to papers, visits will be made to local
engineering heritage sites, including the Newcastle
Regional Museum, and the Richmond Main Colliery
Historic Park, once the site of the largest shaft mine in
the southern hemisphere. The conference will be
preceded by a 4 day optional tour of Sydney including
visits to engineering heritage sites in the Blue
Mountains and Hunter Valley.
Deadlines:
Receipt of Synopsis 30 July 1995
Notification ofAcceptance 30 September 1995
Receipt of Papers 28 February 1996
Final Acceptance 30 April 1996
All correspondence relating to the Conference
organisation, including offers of papers and indications
of interest should be addressed to:
The Conference Manager
Newcastle Division,
The Institute of Engineers, Australia
P.O. Box 238C
Newcastle, NSW 2300
Ph. 61 49264440, Fax 61 49297121
A Further Information Brochure is also available from
the same contact.
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ASHA Publications

The Australasian Journal ofHistorical Archaeology
Special offer Vols. 2 - 10 (inclusive) $10.00 each

Non-members

Members
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

I (1983)
2 (1984)
3 (1985)
4 (1986)
5 (1987)
6 (1988)
7 (1989)
8 (1990)
9 (1991)
10 (1992)

out
$10.00
$10.00
$13.00
$14.00
$15.00
$16.00
$17.00
$18.00
$18.00

0/ print
$15.00
$15.00
$17.00
$18.00
$19.00
$20.00
$21.00
$22.00
$22.00

Major Publications
Birmingham, Bairstow & Wilson (eds)
Archaeology o/CoionisatUm: Australia in the World Context. Papersfrom the Seventh AnnualASHA Conference
Birmingham & Bairstow (eds)
Pap", in Australian Histori£DJ Archoeology Selected ASHA Newsletter Articles 1969 -1982
Birmingham, J.
Wybalenna: The Archoeology of CulJural Accommodation in NUld£enth Century Tasmanill
Rogers, B.
NIM1eenth Century Salt Monufaauring Sit<s in Tasmtl1li4

$26.00
$20.00
$36.00
$12.50

Occasional Papers
Maureen Bryne:
Eleanor Crosby:
Marjorie Graham:
RV.J. Varman:
Kate Holmes:

Ross Bridge, Tasmania
Survey and excavations at Fort Dundas, Melville Island, NT.
Printed Ceramics in Australia
The Marseilles or French Pattern Tile in Australia
Windsor Barracks

Postage and packing in Australia:
Journals & Occasional Papers add $4.00 per item
Major publications add $6.50 per item

$6.00 each

Postage and packing overseas (surface mail):
Journals & Occasional Papers add $5.00 per item
Major publications add $15.00 per item

ASHA CONTACTS
ACT
NSW
New Zealand
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Richard Morrison clAHC, GPO Box 1567, Canberra 2601,

ph. (06) 2712111
Mary Casey. 68 Warren Rd, Marrickville 2204,
ph. (02) 558 2014
Neville Ritchie, Dept of Conservation, Private Bag 3072, Hamilton, NZ.
ph. (0011 64) 838 3363
vacant
Eleanor Crosby, 21 CasUe Hill Drive, Nerang 4211
ph. (075) 78 2255
Susan Lawrence-Cheney, Archa<:ology, Flinders University, PO Box 2100, Adelaide 5001 ph. (08) 2012595
Aogela McGowan, Parks and Wildlife Service, GPO Box 44A, Hobart 7000
ph. (002) 33 6596
Fiona Weaver, 4 The Avenue, Belmont 3216
ph. (052) 43 1462
Myra Stanbury, WA Musewn, CliffS, FremanUe 6160
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THE STATE OF THE ART
New South Wales
Sydney Exhibitions by the Historic Houses Trust
The Museum Of Sydney on The Site Of First
Government House, Susannah Place and Hyde Park
Barracks are three well known properties of the Historic
Houses Trust. They bave been very busy of late with
new exhibitions and public programs.
At Hyde Park Barracks the Greenway Gallery
exhibition Secure the Shadow closed on 8 October.
The exhibition prepared by two contemporary visual
artists - Anne Ferran and Anne Brennan, utilised
fragments from the arcbaeology collection to focus on
the occupation of the building by nineteenth centory
female immigrants and destitote women. As part of the
exhibition a showcase with a reconstruction of the joist
spaces housing live rats. The aim of this showcase was
to allow observation of the hording and nest building
bebaviour ofrats. It bas been decided to keep them after
the exhibition closes. The only problem is that there
are now several litters of rats - they're free to a good
home

An Ideal City? The 1912 Competition to Design
Canberra - 22 October to 17 December, a travelling
exhibition to be held at the Greenway Gallery, not
surprisingly looks at the surviving entries for the
design competition. The material bas been provided by
the National Library, the Australian Archive and the
National Capital Planning Authority.
Exploring the fabric of Hyde Park Barracks, Pat and
Max traces the lives of Pat Carter and Max Fry. The
autographs of these two workmen who participated in
the refurbishment of the District Courts in 1952, were
uncovered during the restoration of the building. These

individuals will be showcased in a small display until
31 December.
In recent times the Deputy Superintendent's Room has
undergone maintenance cleauing by Tony Lowe. Tony
has also provided some interpretive signage for the
room. It is proposed that this will be an ongoing
project, with interpretation from other arcbaeologists
being sought in the futore.
The public program Digging up the Neighbourhood is
a run through Susannah Place. It attempts to place the
four terraces into a temporal and social context and
includes a tour of the Cumberland Street site. So far the
program has been very successfully inducing groups of
about fifteen people to participate in the tour of
discovery. Two more tours have been offered on 14
October and I I November.
The Museum of Sydney has offered little specifically
related to arcbaeology since its highly successful Sites
seminar in April. Jane Lydon conducted some well
attended walking tours of archaeological sites in The
Rocks and Circular Quay area during August. People.
Places and Sydney Underfoot proved to be SO popular
that it is intended that the tour be repeated later in the

year.
Drs Grace Karskens and Shirley Fitzgerald participated
in a two part lectore series in September. Entitled
Sydney Communities the speakers used archaeological,
documentary and pictorial evidence to address the
subject of interaction in inner city commuuities.
With great sadness we waved goodbye to the images of
the Fleeting Encounters exhibition as they were
retorned to the Natural History Museum of London.
The current exhibition, The Wandering Artist, contains
watercolours by Augustus Earle tracing culture and
contact in !be early nineteenth centnry.
When this exhibition closes on 19 November
preparation will commence for Sydney Vistas. Opening
on 30 November Sydney Vistas will contain panoramic

views of Sydney from 1788 to 1995. In conjunction
with Sydney Vistas and An Ideal City? Hyde Park
Barracks and the Museum of Sydney are hosting a
seminar series. Held over two Wednesday nights - 29
November and 6 December - Shaping Cities includes
speakers such as Jack Mundey (Chairman, the Historic
Houses Trust), Dr Robert Freestone (lecturer, Faculty
of Architecture at UNSW) and Susan Holliday (Deputy
Director, Department of Urban Affairs and Planning).
Discussion and debate will centre around the history of
urban planning in Australia and visions for the future of
Sydney.
The Resource Centre at the Museum of Sydney and the
Archaeology Room at Hyde Park Barracks are still
available to interested people. Is auyone looking for a
thesis topic! Contact Sue Hunt at the Museum of
Sydney (ph. 251-5988) and Lynn Collins (Ph 2238922) at Hyde Park Barracks for details.
More public programs for all these properties are
planned and will be advertised through the Historic
Houses Trust What's On and the Museum of Sydney
Events Calendar.
Rachelle Graves
Historic Houses Trust
Heritage, Education And Archaeology Seminar,
Southampton, U.K., October, 1994
In October 1994 I attended a British Council Seminar
held in Southampton, UK, entitled Heritage, Education
and Archaeology. The Seminar was organised in
conjunction with English Heritage. the University of
Southampton and the World Archaeological Congress.
I was enticed to consider parting with the steep fee
demanded not ouly by promises of mooulit jaunts to
Stonehenge and medieval banquets in York, but also
by the interesting academic program and impressive list
of participants. The aim ofthe seminar was to consider,
at a global level, the way in which heritage sites are
presented so as to suggest a static and well understood
past reflecting, in many caseS. a sense of national
achievement. The seminar intended to examine this
multi layered process of transmutation of archaeological
data through archaeological research heritage
management and interpretation, incorporation into
formal education and informal communication through
the media.
The Directors of this program were Peter Ucko and
Peter Stone (English Heritage Education Service). The
seminar was limited to 30 participants so I thought this
would be a great opportunity to network and make
contact with other power dressing archaeological
heritage managers. An offer of a worthwhile
contribution towards the fee from my employer the
NSW Government. Thankyou cinched the deal.
Before reviewing some of the academic program I
should say that the organisation by the British Council
was superb and the event went of without a hitch as far

as I could tell. The seminar was totally residential and
the group was small enough to ensure the development
of a good rapport, lots of Mrican and Latin American
dancing and al1 night philosophical/political
arguments. 25 nations were represented by the
participants. Australia had a strong contingent
consisting ofElspeth Wishart and Gordon Grimwade as
well as me. Interaction with the participants through
workshops and discussion groups, as well as socially,
was the most valuable aspect of the seminar. While the
academic program certainly served to provide
interesting stepping off points for these discussions,
unfortunately too many of the formal presentations were
by British practitioners suggesting their programs as
models for the rest ofthe world. Of course many were at
pains to point out that the models should be seen ouly
as case studies for discussion. However the fact that
English Heritage and others appeared to be making an
aggressive marketing push as heritage consultants for
African and ex -iron curtain nations ouly served to
reinforce the impression that in some ways the seminar
served a 'market research' purpose. On top of this the
University of Southampton launched a new centre for
World Heritage Education during the seminar. It
appeared to me that its market would be stodents from
less developed nations paying hefty fees.
I don't wish to belittle the achievements of English
Heritage's management and education programs nor the
good motives of many people involved with their
development. I must however, retain serious concerns
about the export of British concepts of 'Heritage and
what to do with it' into other cultures. Australian
cultural resource managers are currently facing the
beginnings of a similar situation with our
government's strong push to sell Australian expertise
to the markets of Asia. The Australian aid program
now includes at least one cultural heritage project (in
Hanoi) and many consultant firms are being requested
to undertake cultural heritage assessments as part of
impact assessments in Asia. Can we ethically endorse
the direct importation of our methodologies into Asia?
How can we ensure that local communities are served
as well as the Government's desire to develop cultural
tourism? This is an area with which I think the World
Heritage Committee and UNESCO should be more
concerned. There is no doubt that in some cases the
promotion of World Heritage Values is at the expense
of local populations and their search for self
identification and self determination. Such issues were
widely discussed at the seminar with interesting
perspectives especially from the Mrican nations
represented: Zimbabwe, South Mrica, Nigeria,
Mozambique, Kenya and Ghana. The conflict betweeu
World Heritage values and local populations was
highlighted in the first section of the academic program
which included presentations from Peter Ucko on
Avebury, Geoffrey Wainwright on Stonehenge, and
British journalist Neal Ascherson who tried to find the
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memories and passions of the people locked within
'Listed National Monuments' - now of course the
cornerstone of the British economy in the form of
tourism. An interesting perspective on these
discussions was provided by Dilip Chakrabati (Indian
Archaeology, Cambridge)He presented a mournful
picture of India's cultnral heritage being destroyed by
political and religious divisions and also by the
damaging precepts of colonial InOOlogy. When asked to
expand on the latter point Dr Chakrabarti refused to do
so at a seminar organised by the British Council
As the seminar progressed the interpretation of
archaeology in museums and !be presentation of sites to
the public was discussed in terms of its political and
social implications, the major emphasis being on the
area of formal education. Interesting case studies in this
area included: Karolyn Smardz, Director,
Archaeological Resource Centre, Toronto, who
described the urban archaeology program run through
the Toronto school board. Because many of the
children involved were recent immigrants to Canada,
Karolyn has made the major research focus of the urban
archaeological program the investigation of historic
immigrant communities. This presentation showed a
fascinating combination of archaeological research with
current social problems and an attempt to use
archaeology in a broad ranging educational sense.
Aron Mazel, Natal Museum, Pietermaritzburg, South
Africa, described his program teaching San hunterl
gatherer archaeology to local children. This program
began under the Apartheid regime and promoted
information which was suppressed through formal
centrally controlled education curricula
Other presentations included a media workshop with
Keith Harcourt (Education Officer, Northcliffe
Newspapers), Computer modelling, imagery and
heritage interpretation by Paul Reilly, IBM,
Winchester and UNESCO World Heritage education
programs by Elizabeth Khawajkie, UNESCO.
Of major interest to me were the discussion groups and
site visits lead by Peter Addyffi3n. He participated in
the entire seminar and was a generous contributor. As
those of you familiar with York, Jorvi!<, and the 'sons
of Jorvik' will know, Addyffi3n not only has a clear
vision of how to present archaeology to the general
public, but also how to make money out of it.The
businesses emerging from Addyman's entrepreneurial
pizzazz include Heritage Projects LTD and Past
Forward. Both groups advise on heritage interpretation
all over the world, examples are the Old Bulawayo
Centre, Zimbabwe, A Heritage Centre planned in the
Negev Desert, Israel and a Viking centre in Stavanger,
Norway. The implications of the global export of
Addyman's interpretation techniques and his
promotion of the concept of the 'Heritage Centre'
provide limitless grist for the mills of cultural theorists
and commentators. I valued this opportunity to hear

Addyman himself discuss his concepts, I found him to
be absolutely convinced that the success of these
projects (in terms of visitor numbers) was all he needed
to justify their worth. Hard to argue with that!
Many other inleresting issues emerged from the seminar
particularly in regard to heritage in post-colonial
nations. I chose to develop some of these in a paper
called Excavating National Identity. I presented a short
version of this at the SITES seminar in April and have
submitted a longer version to be included in a volume
being put together hy the participants of the Heritage,
Education and Archaeology Seminar. The volume is
being edited by David Roe, University of
Southampton. I hope it will reflect some of the results
of what I believe was a successful forum for
multicultural exchange.

Tracy lreiaJui
NSW Department of Urban Affairs & Planning
Dawes Point Battery and Observatory Excavation
The site is located at Dawes Point, The Rocks,
adjacent to the South Pylon of the Harbour Bridge. It
was here in early 1788 that Lt. Wm Dawes set up an
observatory for the plotting of the southern skies, and
for the calculation of time and longitude. In 1791 the
site's use shifted from scientific to military with the
construction of a battery. Dawes Point Battery was
bnilt in response to the threat of war between Spain and
Britain over European sovereignty in the Pacific.
The fort was upgraded by Francis Greenway for
Macquarie in 1819, and again in the l850s; a period
which saw extensive fortification works in Sydney
Harbour After 1871 it served a similar purpose for the
colonial artillery militia due to the perceived threat of
war with Russia. From 1859 until their withdrawal in
1871 the Battery was the base for the Royal Artillery,
barracks for soldiers and their families. After 1871 it
served a similar purpose for the colonial artillery
militia.
The Dawes Point Battery was an important focal point
for the RockslMillers Point community in the 19th
century. The residents of Millers Point, many of whose
families have lived there for generations, see the site as
an important place in their heritage. Newspaper
accounts of the Battery's demolition in the 1920s-30s
to make way for the Harbour Bridge record the regret
felt at the passing of what was considered an important
historicallandrnark.
Various schemes have been put forward to
commemorate the Battery and Observatory in the
current park over the last fifteen years. Following
detailed archaeological assessment of the site in 1994
for the installation of an electricity supply to the
Harbour Bridge. the locations of former structures were
identified. Test trenches were excavated in early 1995
which revealed substantial archaeological features
including the 1819 Greenway Battery. Other test
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trenches revealed the archaeological resource to be
equally well preserved.
Full scale excavations followed from June to
September, concerned with removing the demolition
material from the Bridge construction period. The full
extent of the 1819 Battery was revealed, with
substantial remains of what appears to be the earlier
works from 1791-1800. Subterranean powder magazines
from the 1850s were revealed to remarkable condition,
one room retaining much of its brick vaulted roof. The
walls of this complex stand over 3 metres high, with
wooden door jambs and painted surfuces intact.
The excavations failed to Imd evidence of the
Observatory. Quarrying for the Greenway works has
possibly removed traces of it.
All in all, the Dawes Point excavations have [proved to
be an excellent political educational tool. Around 100
volunteers participated in the program, a significant
number of them being archaeology students from
Sydney University. In addition Louise Zarmati
conducted a schools program which saw over 45
schools and 1200 students visit the site. Public tours
were held daily on weekdays and twice daily 0 n
weekends. An educational kit based on research
questions for the site has also been offered to high
schools.
Due partly to the fact that most of the ground surfaces
associated with the Battery were shaped bedrock,
rubbish pits were few and thus artefact numbers from
stratigraphic units were low, apart from one cess pit
which produced numerous champagne ad cognac bottles
and, curiously, a 2nd century BC Roman Republican
denarius.
The Sydney Cove Authority, in conjunction with
Sydney City Council and the Department of
Conservation and Land Management, is currently
exploring options for conserving the remains and
incorporating them into the parle
Wayne Johnson
Sydney Cove Authority
Central Australia Archaeology
Project June-July 1995
The Central Australia Archaeological Project set off for
its third field season at the end of May 1995, pausing
in Adelaide to participate in the second Glass Artefact
Workshop at the University of South Australia. The
Glass Workshop, organised by Sean Freeman at US,
with Dan Witter (NPWS, Western Division) and Kim
Akerman (NT Museum, Darwin) as the key
practitioners, lasted three absorbing days. It resulted in
a small mountain of debitage both lithic and glass,
some exquisite artefacts almost indistinguishable from
those in the SA Museum, and perhaps a kilometre of
videotape. Richard Fullagar from the Australian
Museum, Sydney, contributed his own expertise. Then

on to the main field project for 1995 - two regional
surveys in the sensationally-beautiful Lake Eyre Basin.
Our work continued the contact studies of previous
seasons in 1992 and 1994. This began near Alice
Springs on a small group of mission related sites on
the central Finke river near the former Hermannsburg
Lutheran mission early European sites (mission,
mining, police, pastoral and telegraph station sites) in
Central Australia.
This season we moved out from such centres of the
colonising frontier, extending our spatial surveys well
beyond their fringes to track the archaeological evidence
of contact across the traditional landscape. This
required adapting several standard archaeological
techniques to our special needs and purposes - scouting
large areas of remote landscape by vehicle and on foot,
locating and surveying sites found, and recording the
archaeological data found on them. On sites remote
from European centres items of European origin and
recycled European materials were predictably rarer, and
the recording methods more straightforward. Our
biggest challenge was devising efficient and appropriate
field techniques to record the European-<lerived heaps
and scatters ofbottJe glass, battery containers and cans
where these occurred in profusion close to long-ruined
outback structures.
Our major stay in 1995 was along the Birdsville track,
in the arid regions around the Lutheran mission site
known as Killalpaninna. More significantly, to both the
site and its environs, we were able to scout areas up to
some 5 and 10 km around the mission site, as well as
locating and exploring its out stations and adjacent
early pastoral homesteads within a much more
extensive area of the lower Cooper's Creek system. One
immediate outcome was the identification and
documentation of all the early missionary outposts on
Lakes Killalpaninna and Kopperamanna between 1866
and 1915. In addition we came to understand
considerably more about the climate, and ecology of
this remarkable area with its profound shifts from
scarcity to surfeit of natural resources following the
intermittent coming and going of the waters of Coopers
Creek. Our second location centred on the group of
mound springs at Strangways, near William Creek, an
early pastoral station which became for a short time a
Government Telegraph Station. Again the site
significantly included the site's environs and the
surrounding landscape.

The season was immensely informative and successful,
thanks to the unflagging support of our team undergraduates Pip Smart and Shame Thomas, and
graduates AI Paterson and Matt Kelleher. We also
enjoyed throughout our stay the friendship and
hospitality of the Arabanna Community with whom we
are working particularly on the interpretation of the
Strangways site. We were backed by some excellent
camping equipment courtesy ARC Large Grants, and a
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tiny but heroic near-silent 350cc Honda generator that
ran our portable freezer, camp lighting, and constantly
recharged our vital two computers, portable printer to
print out the results of each day's survey, our basic
survey tool the EDM and laser reflector, and the GPS.
In fact power management in a remote field situation
proved the key challenge of the trip since we did not
make contact with mains power snpplies for over six
weeks. Of course there were other challenges, ranging
from wheels dropping off trailers and night encounters
with feral camels to the inevitable boggings in sudden
rains and deceptively un-dry creeks, communication via
the Radio Flying Doctor Service, and the occasional
week or two between wood-fuelled do-it-yourself 44gallon-drurn hot showers. All the same, a remarkably
stimulating, informative and enriching time was had bY
all.
For information (02) 351-2763 or email:
judy_birrningham@antiqnity_su_edu_au
Judy Birmingham, Project Director
& Andrew Wilson, Field Survey
University of Sydney
Two European Conferences
In June this year I attended an industrial archaeology
conference organised by the Netherlands Institute for
Industrial Heritage (pIE) The theme was the industrial
landscape and the problems involved in studying,
listing and protecting such a landscape. The conference
was organised for The Internatioan1 Committee for the
Conservation of the Industrial Herirage (TICCIH)
whose Australian secretary, Aedeen Cremin, also
attended
Dr. Erik Nijhof of PIE pointed out that the valuation of
industrial heritage is based by assessing not only the
individual buildings but, most importantly, their
regional contexts. PIE's plan for regional surveys was
to analyse two aspects - the socio/economic and the
production/technical - while also ascertaining the
cultural and historical value of the industrial landscape.
The Dutch survey have established the 'regional
accumulation of industries' and are now determining
which industrial objects can best illustrate historical
development since about 1850. There is plenty to
choose from, for the Netherlands' colonial past has
created a whole range of processing industries as well as
transportation and shipping. Heritage items are assessed
by 'how representative the object is of the main sectors
in the region, its rarity, visual value in architectura1 and
urban development terms and its place in the industrial
landscape'.
As an example of an industrial landscape we were first
taken arount Rotterdam, which is the Netherlands'
most important industrial port. It was almost levelled
dnring the Second World War and new developments
have partly obliterated the harbour and industrial areas,
but it retains some industrial heritage, including an

extensive canal system. NearbY Schiedarn, was once the
centre of the Dutch gin industry and has preserved
canals and workplaces related to the alcohol industry:
malt houses, glass blowers, cooperages, hasket makers,
case makers, cork cutters, printers, shipping offices,
traders, grain merchants, porters, maintenance
workshops, etc.
The Netherlands' most distinctive industrial landscape
is of course the massive expanse of reclaimed land, or
'polder', parts of which were first created in the early
medieval period. Windmills and, later, steam engines
were used to drain water from the soggy marshes at the
mouth of the Rhine and Maas rivers and pump it into
the North Sea. The depth of draingage is remarkable: at
one point we travelled on roads that were more than
seven metres under sea level. The pumnping systems
are correspondingly elaborate. The most astonishing to
the Australian eye was probably the Cruquius pumping
station, built in the 1840s to drain the Harlem lake: it
is essentially a Cornish beam engine, but with eleven
beams, balanced on the walls of the circular engine
house.
After the PIE conference I attended the International
Council of Museums conference at Stavanger in
Norway. Like all ICOM conferences it had over 1000
delegates and its importance was underlined by the fuct
that the conference was opened by the Queen. The
conference's theme ofMuseurns and Communities' was
taken up by Stavanger's new Archaeological Museum,
with a temporary exhibition on the history of local
women, ICOM is divided into specialised cornrnittes
and I am one offew Australian representatives on the
archaeology and history committee (lCMAH). ICMAH
papers ranged from studies of the Stavanger canning
museum (which smokes and cans sardines for the
benefit of visitors) to papers on the display of Classical
archaeology in Greece in the postwar period, given by
Ms Mouliou of the Unveirsity of Leicester, or the
intriguingly-titled 'Deontology Code', a paper on
ethics given by Vincent Negri, a lawyer from the
University of Lyon.
The next ICOM conference will take place in
Melbourne in 1998. ASHA members who want to
know more about it, or about ICMAH are very
welcome to contact me on (02) 9960 3914.
For information on TICCIH Australia, please contact
Dr Aedeen Cremin, History AI7, University of
Sydney, or (02) 351 3790.
Eve Steuning
Consultant Archaeologist, Sydney

South Australia
FIinden Ranges Heritage Survey
The results of the most recent heritage surveys to be
conunissioned by the Heritage Conunission and the State
Heritage Branch are now available with the launch in
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September of the Flindef1l Ranges Heritage Survey. The

report, by Austral Archaeology and Donavan and
Associates,
was launched by the Minister for
Environment aod Natural Resources and is reputed to be
the deflnitive statement on heritage sites in the Flinders
Ranges. It is certainly comprehensive comprising nine
volwnes in total! Of these. volume 1 is available for sale
while copies of the remaining eight volumes will be
lodged with libraries and district councils.

Poonindie Mission
Aboriginal studies, University of South Australia,
conducted archaeological field work at Poonindie
Mission in July. Students under the direction of Sean
Freeman excavated the bakehouse and oven of the mission
as part of redevelopment of the site for public
interpretation.

Port Willunga
The development of a linear park at Port Willunga has

brought three archaeological sites to the attention of the
District Council of Willunga. The sites are all within the
parle boundaries and were built by the Matin family in the
nineteenth century. The oldest of the three was licensed as
the Pier Hotel in IS51, making it the oldest structure in
Port Willunga, while the other two sites date to the late
nineteenth century. AltllOugh a heritage survey of the

region has been carried out, the sites have not been
recorded or heritage listed and so are not at present
protected. They are under threat however because of the

development of the linear park and the accompanying
increased visitation to the area. Extensive restoration
work has already been carried out on one building, to the
detriment of the archaeological deposits at the site, and

removal at a second threatens to disturb deposits there.
Work at the second site has been suspended pending
archaeological assessment. Flinders University students
have assisted the Council by recording the sites in
preparation for heritage nomination and it is hoped that
controlled excavations will take place in the near future

but no further assessment can occur until fWIding is made
available.

AACA
Mark Staniforth and Michael Jones are in the process of
establishing a South Australian branch of the Australian

Association of Consulting Archaeologists. The first
meeting had and enthusiastic tum out, attracting all but
one of the AACA members in the state, and an annual
general meting is scheduled for Monday, 15 October at
7.00, 57 Main

Street,

Eastwood.

All

interested

archaeologists are invited to attend.

Maritime News
Terry Amott has been engaged by the State Heritage

Branch to produce a management plan for wreck sites in the
Investigator Strait. Conservation work is proceeding on
the San Diego in the Port River and the City of Adelaide

lifeboat at Port Lincoln. Heritase Branch is also involved
in producing an educational kit for schools on the Yorke
Peninsular dealing with shipwrecks in the area. This is a
joint project with the Maritime Museum and local schools.

New Senior Heritage Officer
Brian Samuels has recently joined the State Heritage
Branch as Senior Heritage Officer, filling the position len
vacant by the departore of Peter Bell. Brian is an historian
who has been with History Trost of South Australia as

director of the Old Parliament House Museum. His
knowledge of the local heritage community will be a
defmite asset to the Branch. However, Heritage Branch

continues to be without an historical archaeologist on
staff and it is unfortunate that yet again an opportunity to
fill this gap has been missed. It is evident that
archaeological resources continue to be a low priority
with the State's heritage managers.
Susan Lawre/u:e Cheney
Hinders Univef1lity

Victoria
There has been considerable archaeological activity all
over Victoria this year.

Land Conservation Council
The major project which the LCC has undertaken this year
is the LCC Historic Places Study' of South-Western
Victoria. The study has been undertaken by LCe staff and
consultants. The study has looked at both forests and all
public land. Andrew Storey has completed his survey of
Forest Industry and Activity sites. ran Critchell has
undertaken a survey for Aboriginal and Post contact sites
on public land. Townships were surveyed for bridges,
culverts, drains etc. Other typical sites included disused
railway lines and stations. So far the study has been a great
success. A descriptive report will be out at the end of the
year and will include an inventory of places.

Heritage Victoria - Historical Archaeology
Heritage Victoria hosted a seminar for consultants in May
which examined the recording of archaeological sites. The
most recent seminar was held on 29 September and
examined the role of archaeology in heritage studies.

The seminars are intended to be a forum for professional
debate among all historical archaeology practitionef1l and
other interested heritage pef1lonneJ.
Leah McKenzie and Jane Harrington are trying to keep up
with all the queries and processing all the consultants

work 8S well as many archaeological queries of the
conununity and interested groups. Site visits have been
made throughout the state in the last eight months. They
are also examining archaeological policy and procedures
to comply with the 'New Act'.

The new Heritage Act for Victoria has been introduced to
the Victorian Parliament with the intention that it should
be passed by the end of the parliamentary session. The Act
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will be open for public conunent during this time. The new
Act combines aspects of the Historic Buildings Act
(1981), Historic Shipwrecks Act (1982) and parts of the
Archaeological and Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act
(1972), which pertains to historical an:haeological sites.

Heritage Victoria - Maritime Heritage Unit
The Maritime Heritage Unit is currently liaising with the
developer and the Port of Melbourne Authority over 'Pier
35' - a proposed mariner on the Yarra River exploring the
options for management of a yet unidentified shipwreck
which lies in the path of the proposed development.
Timber analysis has identified that the vessel was made of
North American timbers, and has been wrecked for more
than 75 years. As such the shipwreck is protected by the
Historic Shipwrecks Act (1982).
Historian Debra Jordan is nearing completion of her
project researching the history of shipwrecks on
Victoria's East Coast. The Commonwealth Shipwrecks
Officer position is currently vacant and will be advertised
in the near future. Brad Duncan has left the Unit to live in
New Zealand.
The Maritime Heritage Unit's Shipwreck Showcase
Exhibition has been well received. The exhibition is
currently on show at the Flagstaff Hill Maritime Museum at
Warrnambool. Early in the new year it will move to Eden
Killer Whale Museum.
Naval Reserve Divers are approaching completion of ao
underwater mapping project on the City of Launcestoo
shipwreck. (Port Phillip Bay). This project has been
undertaken on a voluntary basis, and comes after a
previously successful visual survey of the seabed around
Port Lillias (Corio Bay), by the Naval Reserve working in
co-operation with the Maritime Heritage Unit. Both
projects have provided training exercises while producing
valuable information for management of shipwrecks. The
Maritime Heritage Unit is now producing a more or less
quarterly newsletter called Scuttlebutt. If you would like
your name on the mailing list, please contact Peter Harvey
on (03) 9628-5025.

Consultants
Du eros and Associates
Some old news, but relevant, is the recording of three slate
mine adits during the Black Forest (near Macedon) Bypass EES. The adits are in very good condition with
structural timber intact. These sites could be the only
known examples of slate mining by adit in Victoria. The
mines date from at least the 1890's maybe earlier. These
sites are now protected. This is 8unique example of a
highland Ibut complex (a la 'man from snowy river') and
certainly is the only one remaining in the local area.
Also earlier this year David Rhodes undertook
excavations at Casselton Place, in the Melbourne CBD.
This workers cottage was once also part of the Little
Lonsdale Street excavations undertaken by Austral
Archaeology in the 1980s.

Recently Du Cros and Associates undertook a survey for
the proposed East Coast Armaments Complex at Point
Wilson (Corio Bay within Port Phillip Bay). A number of
historic sites which had originally ben recorded by Phil
Hughes and Jane Wesson in 1978 were re-recorded. One of
the earliest sites, a homestead ruin from the l840s had been
destroyed by quarrying since the original survey.
However, many of the remaining ruins, buildings and
jetties associated with various types of agricultural and
industrial land use (l860s-1880s) continue to survive,
and these will be conserved when the area is developed.
David Rhodes and Phillipa Watts have undertaken a
National Estate Grant Project at the site of the
Framlingham Aboriginal Station, now owned by the
Framlington Aboriginal Trust. The project was oriented
around compiling a settlement geography for Frarnlingham
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, based on a
combination of oral histol)' and archaeological survey.
David Rhodes and Sharon Lane, in association with
architects and environmental planners, have recently
completed a draft management plan for a heritage zone
which will be known as the Narrandjeri Wurunddjeri Park
at Dandenong Police Paddocks. The management plan
provides for an on-going protection of the sites of the
Native Police Headquarters (1837 & 1841-1852) and the
Westernport Aboriginal Protectorate Station (18391840). It also provides protection for pre-contact
Aboriginal sites in the area. The plan also contains
proposals for a cultural interpretation centre and
management of future cultural tourism within the
Narrandjeri Wurundjeri Park.
Roger Luebbers during the last few months has completed
the fInal stages of excavating parts of the Gisbome Mains
and Short's National Hotel for Vic. Roads. Both sites lay
along the Calder Highway and date from the flfst Gold
Rush period. The information which the excavation has
revealed concerning early settlement in Victoria has been
considerable.
Earlier this year, Roark Muhlen-Schulte recorded a number
of hut sites/complexes during a survey of Mount Stirling.
Some of the Sites have been assessed of high local and
possibly regional hisorical significance. One of the
cornplexes- the RazomacklPurceU's hut complex- contains
horse corrals as well as bunk rooms and other living
quarters. Although the present complex has developed
from an older hut complex and is relatively modem, dating
from jc.1930s-1950s, David Bannear's study of Historic
Mining Sites in Victoria is drawing to a close. Eight
volumes have been produced and five more will be
submitted in December, It has all been a vast undertaking
and very rewarding for the management of an important part
of Victoria's heritage.
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Fiona Weaver
Practical Archaeology Services

ASHA Publications

The Australasian Journal ofHistorical Archaeology
Special offer Vols. 2 - II (inclusive) $10.00 each

Members
out ofprint
$10.00
$10.00
$13.00
$14.00
$15.00
$16.00
$17.00
$18.00
$18.00
$18..00

Volume 1 (1983)
Volume 2 (1984)
Volume 3 (1985)
Volume 4 (1986)
Volume 5 (1987)
Volume 6 (1988)
Volume 7 (1989)
Volume 8 (1990)
Volume 9 (1991)
Volume 10 (1992)
Volume 11 (1993)

Non-members
$15.00
$15.00
$17.00
$18.00
$19.00
$20.00
$21.00
$22.00
$22.00
$22.00

Major Publications
Binningham, Bairstow & Wilson (eds)
ATclta~ology

ofCownisation: Australia in the World Context. Papers from the Seventh AMl4aLASHA Con!wence

Binningham & Bairstow (eds)
Papers in Australian Historical Arclruolbgy Sdected ASHA Newsletter Artich:r 1969 -1982
Binningham, J.

$26.00
$20.00
$36.00

HYbalmna: The Archaeology ofCu1tura1 AocommodDtWn in NUleuenth Century TlUltUlIIio

Rogers,B.

$12.50

N"UU!teenJlr Century Salt Manufacturing Sites in Tasmania

Occasional Papers
Maureen Bryne:
Eleanor Crosby:
MaIjorie Graham:
R VJ. Vannan;
Kate Holmes:

Ross Bridge, Tasmanill
Survey and <xcavations at Fort Duntl4s, Melvilk Island, NT.
Printed Ceramics in AustraUa
The Marseilles or French. Pattern Tile in Australia
Windsor Barracks

Postage and packing in Australia:
Journals & Occasional Papers add $4.00 per item
Major publications add $6.50 per item

$6.00 each

Postage and packing overseas (surface mail):
Journals & Occasional Papers add $5.00 per item
Major publications add $15.00 per item

ASHA CONTACTS
ACT
NSW
New Zealand
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Richard Morrison c1AHC, GPO Box 1567, Canberra 2601,
ph. (06) 271 2111
Mary Casey, 68 Warren Rd, Marrickville 2204,
ph. (02) 558 2014
Neville Ritchie, Dept of Conservation, Private Bag 3072, Hamilton, N.Z.
ph. (0011 64) 838 3363
vacant
Eleanor Crosby, 21 Castle Hill Drive, Nerang 4211
ph. (075) 78 2255
Susan Lawrence-eheney, Archaeology, Flinders University, PO Box 2100, Adelaide 5001 ph. (08) 201 2595
Angela McGowan, Parks and Wildlife Service, GPO Box 44A. Hobart 7000
ph. (002) 33 6596
Fiona Weaver, 4 The Avenue, Belmont 3216
ph. (052) 431462
Myra Stanbury, WA Museum, CliffSt, Fremantle 6160
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Obituary

Martin Davies

Box 220 Holme Building
Univernty of Sydney 2006
Ph (02) 3512763 Fax (02) 351 4889

Port Arthur Procedures Manual by Martin and
Krista! Buckley remains a standard Australian reference.

1958-1995

Martin Davies was a remarkable person, his sudden
death in Antarctica leaves a melancholy void in
Australian historical archaeology.
Martin died in a fall from a bluff while on an evening
walk near Davis Station. He had travelled to the cold
south to record historic sites and had recently enjoyed
the limelight that shone from his recent rediscovery ofa
cairn and flagpole erected in 1935 by Norwegian
Caroline Mikkelsen, the first woman to visit the
continent

I

I

Martin was one of the ducklings in historical
archaeology's first 'brood' at Sydney University.
These times were formative - for historical archaeology
itself and for those who were guided by Judy
Birmingham and Robert Varman and kept in line by
lima Powell.
Even before graduation, Martin was undertaking
archaeological investigations on Norfolk Island Martin's scruIfy style already a trademark as he did not
want to look like a 'Government' man. Locals still
remember him fondly - as do most whom he
encountered. He was hard to forget. Norfolk Island was
followed in quick succession by a hot Christmas in the
prison cel1s at Fort Scratchley and 8 weeks swvey work
conducted from a circus caravan in Yarloop W.A.
Martin then returned to participate in the inaugural
Hyde Park Barracks and Parliament House excavations
with Wendy Thorp.
In the early 19805, Martin was appointed as a member
of the conservation project team at Port Arthur,
working under the watchful but patient guidance of
Brian Egloff. The work and achievements at Port
Arthur were impressive and ahead of their time. The

Martin was a perfectionist, consumed by passions for
photography, history, architecture, building and
demolition (usuallY at other people's houses!!). For
him, near enough was never good enough. Martin
investigated historic records and took buildings apart conceptua11Y and actually. He dug. He drew. He delved
and documented. His terrier-like attention to
understanding even the smallest detail became a

foundation for accurate assessment, conservation and
interpretation of our historic buildings; Juniper Hall,
DunduUima1 - the oldest squatter's house and explorer
Hamilton Hume's Cooma Cottage among them.

THE STATE OF THE ART

Immediately prior to his secondment to Antarctica,
Martin was working with Don Ranson and a dedicated
crew at Parks and Wildlife in Hobart. His achievements

New South Wales

in historic site management in Tasmania have a
momentum that will not slow. Visitors to Highfield
House, Eaglehawk. Neck Military Barracks or Maria
Island wiU enjoy the fruits of his work for years to
come, oblivious of the painstaking years of effort
involved in research, investigation and lobbying for

resources.
Martin leaves behind his partner Gerri Lum, brother
Paul and his parents Bruce and Gwen, as weU as many

friends.
His enthusiasm was infectious, his diligence and
capacity for work were indefatigable; his obsession with
results often painful but always effective. He had
panache. An inimitable style that did not rely on flashy
clothes or the niceties of social convention. For him,
the term 'suit' was one of derision.
He also leaves many sublime and outrageous
memories; hazelnot tortes and cheesecakes, chopping
wood for a household of 30 at Port Arthur, being
mistaken for a vagrant by the Wahroonga constabulary,
immersed in evil smeUing swamps seeking convict
mins, berobed in a dhoti at a Hindu temple, haggling
about a job in Sydney as he stands freezing in the
Kathmandu telephone exchange, falling face forward
onto Samuel Marsden's flagstones at Mamre or with
animated hands flying as he impersonates Brian Egloff
and Clive Lucas.
Who can mimic him?

Godden Mackay
Matters archaeological have totaUy dominated the
heritage work undertaken by Godden Mackay in recent
months. The biggest news (and project) is the
excavation of the Destitute Children's Asylum
Cemetery at Randwick. This project is being
undertaken jointly with Austral Archaeology from
South Australia. The team is a large one - twenty-two
people including forensic anthropologists Richard
Wright and Denise Donlon. Owing to the substantial
interest from relatives of the Asylum children and
others, there has been little information released so far,
but stay tuned for more news in a future issue. Godden
Mackay and Austral are also about tu start work on the
site of the Royal Hobart Hospital, to make way for

extensions.
Other recent work includes survey of sewer lines and
pumping stations at Picton, (who said archaeology was
not rewarding); assessments of the Scots Kirk and
Light Rail route in Sydney and preparatory
investigations of the Sydney Showground site for you
know who! Meanwhile, the neverending challenge of
cataloguing the hundreds ofthousands ofartefaels from
the Big Dig at Cumberland Street continues ...
There have been several developments on the personnel
side. Cath Snelgrove has been filling in for Matthew
KeUy during his recent sojourn in Portugal. Nadia
Iacono is rumoured to be joining the Godden Mackay
fu1l time crew in early 1996.

Graham Wilson and Richard Mackay
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshop
Conservation Plan
The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshop Building was
built in 1887 and ceased operation as a locomotive
workshop in 1988. The building is an excellent
example of a late nineteenth century industrial building
displaying fine brickwork and classically designed
facades. Internally, the light wrought iron trussed roof

resting on cast iron columns enclose a huge
continuously open space. The building has high
heritage values due to its social history, the quality of
the building's architecture, its extensive internal spaces
and the collection of historic machinery it houses. The
building houses a significant collection of machinery
representing a century of industrial development from
the l88Os. The building also houses the elements of
various power systems, including steam, hydraulic, oil,
compressed air and electricity.
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The Locomotive Workshop Building now forms part of
the Eveleigh Precinct of City West. The majority of the
southern portion of the Eveleigh Precinct, including the
Locomotive Workshop Building has been set aside for
the Australian Technology Park. The building is
owned by the City West Development Corporation, a
NSW State Government owned corporation, and will
be leased to Australian Technology Park Sydney
Limited when appropriate uses have been found. Much
ofthe historic machinel)' is operable or capable ofbeing
brought back into service. A company currently
occupying part of the building, Wrought Artworks,
uses some of the machinel)' as part of its blacksmith
operation. In addition to Wrought Artworks, the
building is currently occupied by a tempol3JY site office
for CWDC's project manager (Depanment of Public
Works and Services) and tempor3JY contractor site
sheds. The historic machinel)' is securely housed in the
first four bays of the 16-bay building. The majority of
the building, however, is vacant and awaiting future
technology park uses.
A Conservation Management Plan for the Locomotive
Workshop Building was completed in June 1995. The
Plan examines the histol)' of the building and its fabric
and outlines the relative significance of its various
pans. The Plan contains clear policies covering issues
such as compatible future uses and conservation of
machinery assemblages. The Plan identifies the
Eveleigh Railway Yards as 'some of the finest historic
railway engineering workshops in the world'and stales
that as a whole the railway yards is of international
heritage significance. The Locomotive Workshop
Building 'is the largest surviving, intact high quality
railway workshop, dating from the steam era surviving
in Australia and possibly in the world'.
A funher study for the Eveleigh Precinct is in progress
relating to the historic machinel)' and social histol)'.
This study was identified in the Conservation
Management Plan as being neceSS3JY for a thorough
understanding of the heritage significance of the
building. Godden Mackay will commence work for this
study in October 1995. The machinel)' component of
the study will update an existing inventol)' of items
including all the associated tools and assess the need
for maintenance to the machines. The study will also
assess the heritage significance of all the various
machines and assemblages and recommend ways of
interpreting them. The social histol)' component will
interview people associated with the workshops such as
men who operated the machineI)'. This will provide
invaluable information on how the workshops
functioned and will give a human dimension to the
place. If you have any information which may
contribute to this study please contact Anna Christie,
Depanment of Public Works and Services on (02) 372
8532.
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A number of maintenance works have been identified to
allow continued and safe occupation of the building.
The City West Development Corporation as the new
owner wants to maintain the building to a standard that
will enable its continuing occupation and ensure the
historic building fabric is preserved. This is desirable
from a heritage and security perspective. A heritage
Clerk of Works has now been engaged to supervise and
provide heritage advice on all aspects of work to the
building. This on-site technical advice has been
provided to ensure the policies of the Conservation
Management Plan are implemented. luitial works that
have been carried ont already include asbestos removal,
securing live electricals and stabilising loose rnasoOJY.
In order to prevent water entry through the roof, repair
and replacement of roof sheeting is taking place. This
work has commenced and the contractors are using roof
sheets saved from the adjoiuing National Innovation
Centre (the former New Engine Shop). The work to the
roof does not involve any work to the roof structural
members or the building's unique drainage system.
The east wall of the Locomotive Workshop Building
will become the main public facade of the building.
The Innovation Plaza which adjoins the east wall is
planned to be the primary public space of the Australian
Technology Park. The east wall is currently in worse
condition than the nther facades of the building, with
intrusive alterations, stroctural defects and damaged
brickwork. It is proposed to C3rJY out works to this
facade to present a better face to the public and to
conserve the wall. The work involves replacing
missing brickwork and plinths, cleaning away
vegetation and reinstating windows and doors. All of
this work will be carried out in accordance with the
provisions of the Conservation Management Plan
The Better Cities Program, a joint CommonwealthfState agreement, is funding the first four years of
development of the Australian Technology Park,
especially expensive public domain works. The first
part of the works involve the main entrance to the Park
adjacent to Redfern Station and the plaza between the
Locomotive Workshop Building and the National
Innovation Centre. This plaza, to be called Innovation
plaza, will be the main public space of the park and
will provide the main pedestrian link through the
Australian Technology Park. All public domain works
funded through the Better Cities will be completed by
June 1996.
Dept Urban Affairs and Planning Heritage
Branch
Twelve excavation permits have been issued between
September and October, mostly for work in the Sydney
Metropolitan area, in particular for Sydney City and
Pyrrnont. Permits were also issued for sites in Pon
Macquarie and Cowra. The Archaeological Assessment
Guidelines are in press and another major project, the
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feasibility study for establishing an archaeological
repository, is in the pipeline. The latter project will be
funded from a Heritage Assistance Program grant The
Branch archaeologists are also providing some input
into the Eveleigh Project.
The Archaeological Advisory Committee met on 7
November to discuss Heritage Assistance Program
priorities for 1995-96. Last year 602 applications were
lodged under the Heritage Assistance Program totalling
$10,767,132 in requests. In total, 340 projects were
funded totalling $2,897,135. Of these, 19 Industrial
Heritage Projects were funded totalling S138,500 and 8
Archaeology projects funded for $59,800. These are
published in the Department's newsletter Heritage
News Vol.2, No.2. As in other years the 1996 Heritage
Assistance Program will be open in February and
March 1996. At this stage it is expected that similar
funding may be available under the 1996 Program. One
of the proposed priority projects for the new Program is
the establishment of an Industrial Heritage Advisory
Officer at the National Trust. It is proposed that this
position will be similar to that established for
oometeries.
!fyou are not already on the Department's mailing list
for the Program and would like to apply for a project
please contact the Program Co-ordinator at the
Department on (02) 391 2061. Before lodging any
archaeology or industrial heritage projects you should
first discuss it with either Tracy Ireland or Cath
Snelgrove at the department on (02) 391 2051.
Cox's River No.2 Convict Stockade
Heritage consultants Sue Rosen and Mike Pearson,
assisted by Pacific Power archaeologist Warwick
Pearson (no relation), have recently conducted
excavations at the site of the Cox's River NO.2 Convict
Stockade, on the shores of Lake Lyell, near Lithgow.
The stockade was occupied during the period 1832-40
hy road gangs constructing Mitchell's Road over the
Blue Mountains. At anyone time np to several
hundred convicts and soldiers were housed there. The
excavations, conducted in February this year, targeted
what was known from an original plan to be the
Commissariat area of the Stockade. The foundations of
a total of four buildings were uncovered. These
comprised stone rubble end walls, with brick and lime
plaster-lined fireplaces, compacted clay floors, wooden
slab side walls and bark roofs. These buildings
probably served as stores and accommodation for some
of the officers ofthe guard.
The 3,500 artefacts recovered mainly comprised glass,
nails and ceramics, but also included some insights
into the material culture of the soldiers and convicts
stationed at the Stockade, such as: buttons, badges,
items of military dress, glass tableware and silver
cutlery used by the military occupants, and clay
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smoking pipes and harmonicas used by both convicts
and military alike. Artefacts such as stonemason's
wedges and chisels provided an insight into the tools of
the convicts' laboors. The sizeable collection of the
material culture of the Stockade's occupants, together
with information on the structure and layout of the
buildings of the stockade will combine with the rich
documentary resource for the site, from both an official
and convict perspective, to make an important addition
to knowledge of the colonial convict system and
contribution to current debate on the nature and
philosophy of its administration. A second field season,
with excavations targeting the actual Slockade
compound and military barracks will be conducted in
November.
Pacific Power
Other projects recently completed or underway al
Pacific Power include: an Asset Management Plan for
the White Bay Power Station by former Pacific Power
archaeologist Sue Mcintyre, a heritage assessment of
the Lithgow Power Station site and management plan
for the historic 'Plashett' homestead in the Hunter
Valley by Anne Bickford, heritage assessments of an
18908 dairy al Wyong by Casey & Lowe Assoc. and a
1940s coal mining complex at Lithgow by Justin
McCarthy and Peter Douglas of Austral Archaeology.
Sue Mcintyre has recently left Pacific Power to go to
greener pastures. Sue is now Manager of the Cultural
Heritage Services Division at National Parks. Her
position has been filled temporarily by Jo McDonald,
who was recently awarded her Ph.D from A.N.D. Cath
Snelgrove has also recently been added to the
burgeoning Pacific Power archaeological empire on a
part-time basis.

ASHA Contact
Warwick Pearson has taken over the duties of Mary
Casey as New South Wales state representative for
ASHA. All correspondence and articles for the
Newsletter should be addressed to him c/Environmeuta1 Services, Pacific Power, GPO Box 5257
Sydney 2001.Ph. (02) 268 7485, Fax (02) 268 7186.
Warwick Pearson
Pacific Power

Tasmania
Martin Davies - 1958-1995

Martin Davies died on 25 November 1995, after falling
from a cliff in the Vestfold Hills near Davis Station,
Antarctica.
Martin had a profound impact on historical archaeology
and historic heritage conservation in Tasmania. He first
worked here as a student volunteer at the Risdon Cove
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excavations. After graduating from Sydney University
he took up a position as one of the archaeologists at
Port Arthur, where he worked for several years on the
Port Arthur Conservation Project team. While there he
co-authored the Archaeological Procedures Manua/~
which has since become a standard text on the subject
of excavation and recording methods. At the close of
the PACP Martin left Tasmania for NSW and later
Japan. He returned to Tasmania and the Parks and
Wildlife Service five years ago where he took on the
job of Senior Historic Heritage Officer. In that capacity
Martin initiated and organised conservation projects for
many of the State's important heritage sites, including
Highfield, the Officers Quarters at Eaglehawk Neck. and
Maria Island. He also took on the daunting task of
heritage adviser to government departments and local
authorities, encouraging them to value historic sites
and to take responsibility for them. Martin had taken a
little time out from Parks to go to Antarctica to record
historic sites and make heritage assessments as part of a
conservation planning project. This was Martin's
second trip down south. In 1980 he went to Macquarie
Island to record sealing industry sites and early
Anlarctic exploration sites.
Martin's contribution to heritage conservation in
Tasmania was enormous. The loss of his skills,
knowledge, and experience is a great blow to the
profession in Tasmania. We will remember him for his
great enthusiasm and energy, his ability to inspire
those he worked with, and his sense of fun. He loved
the bush, good food, good coffee, making a lot of noise
and having a good time. We will all miss him very
much.
Maria Island
Following on from the success of last year's
prograruroe, Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife will again
he running field school sessions on Maria Island in
January and February. Maria Island has some of the
more important historic sites in Tasmania, including
convict sites, a winery, a cement works and industrial
village, and pastoral holdings. The field schools will
survey and record a range of these sites in order to add
to existing knowledge of the island's cultural heritage.
The field schools will be led by Greg Jackman and
Michael Jones oIBack-Tracks Heritage Consultants.
Tassie's heritage legislation passed!
The Historic Cultural Heritage Bill passed through
Tasmania's upper house, the Legislative Council, and
into law on 23 November 1995. It is expected that the
Act will come into effect on 1 January 1996.
The Act establishes a Tasmanian Heritage Council and
a Heritage Register of places ' of historic cultural
heritage significance'. This significance is defined as
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significance 'to any group or community in relation to
the aesthetic, archaeological, architectural, cultural,
historical, scientific, social or technical value of the
place'. The Legislative Council apparently spent three
hours discussing the meaning of 'social' value and
whether it should be included as a criterion for
inclusion on the Heritage Register. But eventually they
left the definition of cultural significance intact. The
effect ofhaving a place listed on the Heritage Register is
to prohibit works which may affect the historic cultural
significance unless those works are approved by the
Heritage Council.
Hopefully the Government will now resource
implementation of the new legislation, so that the
Heritage Register can be compiled, and the Heritage
Council quickly established and furnished with the staff
and resources necessary to exercise their powers.

Angela McGowan
Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Semce

Victoria
Heritage Act
The new Heritage Act for Victoria has been passed. The
Act will not come into effect until 1 March, 1996. For
more information prior to the next Newsletter, contact
Leah McKenzie at Heritage Victoria (03 9628 5457).

Goorang;
Since the last Newsletter the Goorangi has been
declared an Historic Shipwreck. This vessel was one of
Australia's first casualties of the Second World War,
with the death of six crew when it sank in Port Phillip
Bay.
Consulting
Yes, there are more Consultants in Victoria than
suggested in the last Newsletter, but space was short.
Graham Perham has been working on the Bombay
Mine Site at Costerfield. The site dates from the 1860s
and is renowned for supplying all the antimony to
Britain during the First World War. Mining is planned
to recommence at the site, therefore Graham is planning
the existing features and will watch over initial works
at the site. Graham has also been involved with the
Victoria Hill mining area at Bendigo which is about to
become a tourist attraction. Plans are underway for an
archaeological cleaning up of the existing features.
Fiona Weaver has been slowly working away on the
historical archaeological component of the Bellarine
Peninsula Heritage Study. Another project which has
been ongoing (with Graham Perham) is the former
Bundoora Repatriation Hospital property. The property
was first settled in 1839, having three distinct
homestead complexes constructed through to 1899. In
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1920 the property became the Bundoora Convalescent
Farm, and in 1924 became a hospital for ex-servicemen
suffering psychiatric disorders who had progressed
sufficiently at Mont Park hospital to need convalescent
care. The hospital closed in 1993. The majority of the
buildings will now be bulldozed to make way for
residential subdivision.

Back-Tracks Heritage Consultants have finished a
watching brief at Point Gellibrand. Evidence of the
original sea wall has been found which was not located
in any of the historical records. Mike Jones, Greg
Jackman, and Mark Staniforth have had to contend with
flooding, the coldest day recorded in Melbourne since
1903. and a site contaminated with toxic waste. Lots of
fun.
Diana Coultas has been working on projects for Anstral
Archaeology, most recently cataloguing material from
several sites in Tasmania. Prior to that, she left for
Sydney to work on the Prince Albert Hospital site in
Randwick, but before she could begin suffered aD
unfortunate aceident which resulted in a brokeD leg.
This was followed SOOD after bY the theft of work and
personal gear. I hear Diana is DOW back at work!
Gary Vines has been workiDg on heritage surveys in
Melbourne and the western areas ofthe State.
Andrew LoDg has beeD completiDg a survey iD
Gippsland which is filliDg in gaps in areas where DO
historical archaeological work has beeD undertaken
before.
Fiona Weaver
Practical Archaeology Services

CONFERENCE NOTES
ASHAIAIMA 1995 - Hobart and Beyond
The receDt AlMA!ASHA Conference in the 'English
village' atmosphere of Hobart was apparently a great
success. I use the word 'apparently', as this was in fact
my first ASHA Conference so I have nothing with
which to·compare it with. However, past participants
were pleased with the number of people who attended
and found that a joint conference with our maritime
colleagues definitely added to the intellectual
stimulation. The papers were varied and the two
overseas guest speakers provided us with interesting
insights into the status of maritime archaeology in
America and the United Kingdom. The first paper,
presented bY one of the conference organisers, got off to
a good start and put us back 15 minutes for the rest of
the day! Time allocated to the speakers was thereafter
strictly adhered to (with some minor exceptions).
The papers themselves covered a wide range of topics
which dealt with maritime industries, artefact studies,
edUcatiOD and iDterpretation, management issues,
industrial processes, cultural landscapes, identity in the
archaeological record and institutions of control One
interesting aspect which carne out of some the
conference papers was that land based archaeologists are
moving down the high tide line and"dipping their feet
in the water. The experience was found to be quite
painless and often revealed greater information than
might otherwise have beeD found. For example,
Michael Tracey from ANU, found a wealth of
information ahout his coastal land site, (a sawmill)
from the sea. Many of the artefacts that had belonged to
the site had been dumped into the water. Once these

artefacts were recovered, many of the site ' s
inconsistencies were resolved. Another example came

DIARY NOTES
Society for Historical Archaeology,
January 2-7, 1996 - Cincinnati, Ohio
For further details contact: Marlese Gray, Gray aDd
Pape, 1318 Main St, Cincinnati OH 45210, USA.
The Victorians and Science, February 7-11,
1996 - University of Adelaide
Australian Victorian Studies Association Conference.
For further details CODtact: The ConveDor, AVSA
Conference, DepartmeDt of English, University of
Adelaide, Adelaide 5005, ph 08 303 5130.

from Jane Harrington who is studYing a lime burning
site on the Victorian coast Once the lime had been
processed it was taken by boat to Port Melbourne.
Underwater wrecks have provided information about
some of the activities ofthis site.
Perhaps the most lasting memory I will retain ahout
this conference is that members of ASHA are willing to
share their experiences and research and want to know
what other people are doing. Here in Western Australia,
we often teDd to feel somewhat isolated from the rest of
Australia. So it is great to know that there is a line of
communication out there! Finally, I would like to
thank the Hobart people for organising this first joint
conference and making it such a painless experience.
Here's to the next one, wherever it will be!

Fiona Bush
Archaeological Heritage Consultants
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ASHA 1996
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The venue for the 1996 conrerence has yet to be decided
as both Canberra and New Zealand have offered to host
it. 10 order to maintain the momentum generated by the
combination of ASHA and AIMA at the 1995
conference, AlMA representative David Nutley agreed
to co-ordinate an AlMA session to be held at the
ASHAconferencein 1996.

r
RESEARCH NOTES
PhD Thesis
The Historical Archaeology of Shore-Based
Whaling in Western Australia, 1836-1879
The following is an abstract of a dissertation accepted
for the degree of Ph.D. by the University of Western
Australia. A paper on aspects of site location and
organisation was presented at the ASHA conference in
Hobart, and will hopefully be published in a future
edition of the journal.
Shore-based whaling was one of the earliest industries
undertaken by the European settlers of Western
Australia, with the whaling camps or stations often
comprising the first sustained colonial presence in
coastal areas. Despite extending for over four decades
from the first years of the colony to just prior to the
discovery of gold, the social and economic role of
whaling in the Western Australian settlements, and the
nature of the operation of the indnstry, remains largely
unknown. 10 part this is because whaling activity was
only scantily reported by contemporary observers,
leaving a meagre documentary record. This thesis
shows that these limitations can be overcome by using
a combination of archaeological and documentary
evidence to investigate the operation of the shore-based
whaling industry in Western Australia between the
years ofl836 and 1879.
The dissertation is divided into three main sections,
investigating different aspects of the shore-based
whaling industry. The first examines the origins,
development and decline of whaling in the Western
Australian settlements, with particular attention to its
social and economic roles, including the impact of
whaling activity on Aboriginal populations. Evidence
is also presented for the nature of the workforce, the
suocess of the whaling operations, and factors which
may have limited the expansion of the industry.
The second section discusses historical evidence for the
selection and use of particular locations for whaling,
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and analyses the results of an archaeological survey of
21 former whaling sites to determine what may have
been considered desirable or necessary physical
characteristics. The surviving physical evidence of the
industrial and domestic elements is also evaluated to
develop a model ofstation organisation and to examine
whether the nature of the stations changed over time.
Finally, the almost completely undocumented \ifeways
of the whalers are investigated through the excavation of
the former Cheyne Beach whaling station, located
501an northeast of Albany. Structural and artefact
evidence is analysed and interpreted to reconstruct the
living conditions, material culture and diet of the
whalers, with particular attention to their location on
the frontier ofEuropean settlement.
The documentary evidence suggests that while whaling
did provide a significant early contribution to the
economy of the Swan River settlement, it was quickly
overtaken by other ventures such as pastoralism and
timber getting. Inexperience, mismanagement and
increasing competition from American pelagic whalers
reduced opportunities for expansion, and both the
industry and the individual whaling parties rapidly
diminished to a smaIl scale compared to contemporary
operations in other parts of Australasia. However,
whaling continued to play an important role in the
economies of the smaIler settlements, with two separate
industries operating on the south and west coasts. As a
means of maxintising access to the whale resource the
whaling parties became increasingly mobile, moving
between stations positioned at different point on the
humpback and right whale migration paths. To some
degree this was connected with the development of new
settlements along the eastern and northwest coasts and
the expansion of trade networks into those areas.
Whaling activity appears to have continued despite the
fact that it was providing only minimal returns,
suggesting both the development of a colture of
whaling among certain groups, and the use of whaling
as an economic buffer in periods of recession.
The archaeological evidence indicates that the locations
for whaling stations were selected with particular
criteria in mind, especially hays which may have
provided some shelter from winter swells. The stations
were also organised in similar ways, despite the
environmental variability of the different regions in
which they were situated. Over time the stations appear
to become simpler with less fixed improvements,
possibly reflecting the increased mobility of the parties
and the restrictive nature of short-term lease agreements
controlling the occupation of the sites.
Although the structures and artefacts excavated from
Cheyne Beach are undoubtedly contemporary with the
whaling station, they are interpreted as belonging to an
associated group, probably the manager and his wife
and family, rather than the whalers. It thus allows
insight into the general nature of adaptation at these
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sites. In particuJar, the Jaunal assemblage shows heavy
reliance on domesticated animal and marine resources,
with very little evidence for the use of native terrestrial
Jauna. This apparent lack of connection with the
surrounding terrestrial environment may be a product of
the maritime orientation of activity at the site, or the
possible seasonality of occupation. The qnality and
range of ceramics also snggests the maintenance of
domestic rituals and a hetter connection with trade
networks than might be expected for an isolated frontier
site.

Martin Gibbs
Centre for Arehaeology
Univerlliry ofWA

ARCHIVES
Historical Archaeology
Workshop
Meetings 1984-1990, Sydney Historical
Archaeological Meetings 1991-1993
The Historical Archaeology Workshop was set up in
1984 by Wendy Thorp and other Sydney-based
historical archaeologists to provide an informal forum
for discussing professional issues. HAW ran until
1990, when it was replaced by SHAM. As one of the
last secretaries for both groups I was left with a lot of
interesting but space-<:onsoming papers that provide a
good idea of how historical archaeology grew up in
those years. These include an attempt to provide a c0ordinated response from archaeologists to the NS W
Heritage System Review, and a series of sessions on
topics of inunediate concern, like the establishment ofa
professional organisation.
When looking for a way of responsibly getting rid of
these papers, rather than binning thern, I was mindful
that many archaeologists have lots of projects and
research related papers which may also be of broad
interest, but which are currently sitting in boxes in
their sheds and roof spaces. A search tracked down Alan
Tasker, the Field Librarian at the Mitchell Library,
wbo is responsible for identifying records held by
businesses and organisations, preferably those related to
New South Wales. A talk with him provided the
following information.
The Mitchell Library is keen to receive papers from
businesses, whether these were industries wiIh a long
record of service or short-lived enterprises that
contributed to NSW history. As well as Ihe Mitchell
Library, many local and regional libraries are willing to
act as repositories of information relevant to Iheir local
areas and themes. They are immediately more

accessible than records left in private hands, and are
processed and conserved, although there is a
considerable bacldog.
The sorts of material which can be donated varies, but
generally original material is preferred, and storage
oonsiderations mean that, for example, draft reports
would not he kept, ouly a fmal report, and neither
would photocopies of published material from
elsewhere. Where the material relates to a commercial
oonlract such as a heritage consultancy copyright and
permission to lodge Ihe material in a public institntion
need to he obtained The sorts of material held by
archaeologists includes organisational records like
HAW and SHAM, information retrieved from surveys
and research, project notes and occasionally original
business papers handed over from failed operations that
didn't know what to do wiIh them. All ofIhese may he
of interest to a state or regional library.
Historical archaeologists should be more aware than
most about the potential of records lodged in accessible
locations for future research. Most state libraries would
have a Field Librarian or equivalent, and would be able
to provide advice on which libraries would he
interested in taking material. It does not cost anyIhing
except for time to get Ihe material into shape, and you
may even be able to write it off as a donation!
The Historical Archaeology Workshop minutes have
now heen lodged with the Library and I would
encourage other archaeologists to look at Iheir own
records to see if any are suitable for donation. To assist
oIher researchers you could send in a short note to Ihis
Newsletter with basic information on your donation,
such as nature of record, date and where lodged.

Denis Gojak
National Parks and Wildlife Service, NSW

ASHA NEWS
President's Report, 1994-1995
During the past year Ihe Society has continued to
ftmction successfully and there has been further progress
towards it becoming a national, indeed international,
bodY raIher than merely a SydneylNew SouIh Wales
one. Now 25 years old, the Society has not only
demonstrated that it is here to stay but it can also look
forward with confidence to keeping pace with the
substantial changes in historical archaeology that are
likely over the next few years. In particular, it must be
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our task to see to it that professional historical
archaeologists in Australia and New Zealand, as well as
the increasing number of interested members of the
public, feel that membership of this Society is a thing
that they cannot afford to be ",thout
In this respect, perhaps the most important achievement
of the last twelve months has been the publication of
two issues of the Society's journal which, without
anyone's noticing, has now changed its name to
Australasian Historical Archaeology. Volume 10
appeared in December 1994 and Volume II in August
1995, the first totalling 102 pages and the second 156
pages. The editors and editorial committee are to be
particularly congratulated on this achievement; nobody
who has not had the experience of editing a scholarly
journal can really appreciate the input of time and effort
that is involved "'th such work. Judy Birmingham and
Brian Egloff were the editors of Volume 10 and Aedeen
Cremin was the guest editor of Volume 11 and the
editorship for future volumes ",II be further rotated
through several hands in a continued bid to put the
Journal hack on track. This, of course, is the downside
of the Journal's production: the fact that the two recent
volumes were those for 1992 and 1993! The National
Committee resisted the temptation to call Volume 11
Volumes 11-12 or even break it into two separate
volumes and as always honesty has a price. We remain
two years behind "'th the Journal but this is a legacy
from old problems not an indication of present ones.
Efforts to catch up mil continue.
The Newsletter, after a rough patch in 1994, has also
had a good year. Three issues have appeared, one edited
by Susan Lawrence in Adelaide, one by Neville Ritchie
in Hamilton, New Zealand, and one by Brett Noble in
Tasmania. By rotating the editorship in this way, not
only have we spread the work-load more efficiently but
we have also achieved a better geographical news
coverage than might otherl>ise have been the case. It is
intended to continue this policy, as far as is possible.

Conference: Auckland, Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide,
Newcastle, and now Hobart, in the last six years, is
quite an achievement This year we are particularly
grateful to the organisers of the conference in Hobart,
who achieved a first for the Society in holding a
conference in Tasmania. It is very much hoped that this
is an experiment that mil be repeated. We remain, as
always, open to offers to host future conferences,
particularly in places where they have not been held
before.
Both membership numbers and the financial situation
of the Society remain satisfactory, although we could
always do "'th both more members and more money. I
would particularly urge members to encourage others,
both professionals and non-professionals, to join. We
need them and, as already indicated, they also need us.
This is what a Society of this sort is about: the coming
together of people "'th similar interests for mutual
benefit We need more than membership, however, we
also need authors, speakers, editors, office-bearers,
committee members, conference organisers, and others.
Without this varied input the Society cannot function
and, in closing, I have to express my sincere thanks to
all those who have kept the wheels turning over the last
year. Several have already been mentioned but I would
also like to place on record the important contnoutions
made by llma Powell and Jean Smith in assisting the
Secretary Michael Clark, who courageously took on the
job at short nolice when nobody else would do it In
addition, I would like to thank Ted Higginbotham for
his continued service in the all-important role as
Treasurer, Andrew Wilson for the variety of jobs that
he does for the Society, and (last but not least) the
organising committee for the Hobart Conference,
consisting in the main I understand ofParry Kostoglon,
Angela McGowan, Mike Nash, Brett Noble, and David
Parham. The last year for the Society has been a good
one, the next year could be even better, depending as
always on just what we are prepared to put into it

For a third year the programme of Sydney meetings
"'th an invited speaker has continued. This seems now
to have established itself as a permanent part of the
Society's activities, of which perhaps the most valuable
aspect is that members have a regular opportunity to
meet, other than merely at the Annual Conference. 1
would like to remind non-Sydney residents (of which 1
am one) that all members are welcome at these
meetings, and suggest that whenever possible they
combine a visit to Sydney for other purposes "'th
attendance. Mary Casey and Tony Lowe are particularly
to be thanked for their continued organisation of these
meetings, not least for their thoughtful provision of
refreshments. The National Committee is always
interested in hearing from potential speakers,
particularly those "'th developed presentation skills.
Another success story in our bid to nationalise and
internationalise the Society has been the Annual
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Graham Connah
President

Newsletter Production

1996 Committee

The Newsletter will continue to be produced by a
series of rotating editors. Copy to be included must be
received by the centre editing that edition on the first of
those months.

Office bearers for 1996 were elected during the AGM.
None of the positions were contested.

Graham Connah

President
Vice Presidents

The schedule for the next editions is as follows:
March 1996

Michael Tracey and
Christopher Carter

ACT

June 1996

Leah McKenzie

September 1996

Warwick Pearson

December 1996

Angie McGowan and
Anne McConnell

TAS

Gordon Grimwade

QLD

March 1997

Judy Birmingham

lima Powell

VIC

Treasurer

Ted Higginbotham

Secretary

Michael Clark

Committee

Christopher Carter
Mary Casey
Tony Lowe
Warwick Pearson
Kylie Seretis
Jean Smith
Rowan Ward
Andrew Wilson

NSW

1995 AGM
Thirty two people, representing every Australian state
and territory and New Zealand, attended the Annual
General Meeting which was held during the Conrerence
in Hobart. Three volumes of the journal, now
Australasian Historicol Archaeology, are underway at
present. The volume edited by Peter Bell is to be split
into two volumes, both with an emphasis on mining,
while Grnham Connah is editing a volume based on his
work at Baggots Mill. It is hoped that all of these will
be forthcoming soon. There has been no word on the
volume edited by Tim Murray on the Burghley
material, which to all inteuts and purposes has been
cancelled. (Editor's note: Many of those presenting
papers at the conference made the comntitment to
subntit revised editions of those papers for another issue
oftheJoumol.)
It was brought to the attention of the meeting that
forthconting staff changes in Archaeology over the next
two years may affect the long association between
ASHA and Sydney University. It was moved and
accepted that the incoming Committee would
investigate ahernative models of executive organisation,
including moving the Comntittee between States (the
AAA model), splitting the Comntittee between states
(the AlMA model) and having Comntinee members in
several states with periodic teleconferences. The
investigation will have to encompass a range of issues,
including storage of material, issuing the Newsletter,
and an anchoring institution.

ARCHAEOLOGY
ON THE WEB
Archaeology at The University of Sydney is pleased to
announce the establishment of its Home Page on the
WORLD WIDE WEB.

The address is :
http://www.arts.su.edu.aulArtS/departslarchaeolJarchaeol.htm

or it can be found via the general University of Sydney
Home Page.
Included are details of courses, staff and facilities as
well as summaries ofresearch projects that will be of
interest to members including Regentville and the
Central Australia Archaeology Project.

ASHA
ON THE WEB
As part of the Archaeology at The University of Sydney
site, ASHA has its own Home Page which will be
indexed seperately on the WEB.
The ASHA site includes a profile of the Society,
membership details, contents of the JDuma! and the most
recent Newsletter. Further suggestions via e-mail to:
andrew. wilson@antiquity.su.edu.au
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ASHA Lectures 1996
is pleased to give advance notice of its forthcoming program of public meetings
and lectures. The first will take place on

THURSDAY 22 February at 6 pm
in the Oriental Studies Room (Main Quad, off south-east vestibule), front facade.
The speaker at this meeting will be the distinguished visitor to Archaeology at
Sydney University, Professor Mark Cohen, who will present a paper on

Health and the Rise ofCivilisation (provisional title)
Professor Cohen has published extensively on this newly emerging subject, in
many areas of archaeological work.
Light refreshments available before the meeting in the Nicholson Museum
vestibule will provide an opportunity to catch up with friends and archaeologists
alike. Members and friends are welcome.

Members and friends may care to note that this and the subsequent four ASHA meetings will
also form part of an important new public archaeology program to be launched on 22
February, entitled

ARCHAEOLOGY at the University ofSydney 1996.
This is a new series of archaeology meetings to be held throughout the year.These will cover
archaeological expeditions and research by members and associates of Sydney University, past
and present, in all parts of the world. Meetings will cover the recent work of expeditions and
consultants working in Cyprus, the United Arab Emirates, Central and East Asia, as well as
the historical and prehistoric archaeology of urban Sydney, the rest of Australia and the
Pacific.
Emphasis will be on keeping wider community and friends up to date with important work in
progress, ne developments and graduate projects . It will provide all of us with the
opportunity to meet with those at archaeology's cutting edge.
These lectures (after 22 February) will be on the third Thursday of each month throughout
the year at the same venue, with light refreshments and time to socialise. Programs will be
available in February, but book the dates now....
Members, colleagues, students, and interested members of the public are warmly invited.
There will be a small cover charge at the door. Enquiries - 3512763,3512812
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ASHA Publications
Australasian Historical Archaeology
special offer Vols. 2 - 11 (inclusive) SIO.OO each
Members
out of print

Volume I (1983)
Volume 2 (1984)
Volume 3 (1985)
Volume 4 (1986)
Volume 5 (1987)
Volume 6 (1988)
Volume 7 (1989)
Volume 8 (1990)
Volume 9 (1991)
Volume 10 (1992)
Volume 11 (1993)

S15.00
S15.00
S17.00
S18.00
S19.00
S20.00
S21.00
S22.00
S22.00
S22.00

SIO.OO
SIO.OO
S13.00
S14.00
S15.00
S16.00
S17.00
S18.00
S18.00
S18.00

Major Publications
Birmingham, BaiIstow & Wilson (eds)

S26.00

Archaeology and CokNWatio", A .....aIia in the World CatdDt. Papen from the S..-dt AnnuaIASHA Conf.,.""",

Binningham, J.

S36.00

Wy1NllDuur: TheArcJuuology ofCulturrdAcrommodtztion in Nmeumth Cmtwy Tasnuzni#.

Rogers,B.

S12.50

NIMt«nth Century Salt MQ1UI.facturing Sites in TIJmUlIUa

Occasional Papers
Ross Bridge, Tasmania
Survey and excavations at Fort Dundas, Melville Islond, NT.
Printed Ceramics in Australia
The Marseilles or French Pattem Tile in Australia

Maureen Bryne:
Eleanor Crosby:
Muione Graham:

R V.J. Vannan:

Postage and packing in Australia:
Journals & Occasional Papers add 54.00 per item
Major publications add S6.50 per item

$6.00 each

Postage and packing oveneas (surface mail):
JoumaIs & Occasional Papers add 55.00 per item
Major publications add SI5.00 per item

ASHA Contacts
ACT

Richard Morrison c1AHC. GPO Box 1567, Canberra 2601,

NSW

Warwick Pearson. cI- EnviromnentaJ Services, Pacific Power, GPO Box 5257, Sydney, 2001

New Zealand

Neville Ritchie, Dept of Conservation,. Private Bag 3072, Hamilton. N.Z.

ph. (06)2712111
ph. (02) 268 7485 Fax 2687186
ph. (00 11 64) 838 3363

Northern Territory •.. vacant

Queensland

Eleanor Crosby, 21 Castle Hill Drive, Nerang 4211

South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Susan Lawrence-Cheney, Archaeology, Flinders University. PO Box 2100. Adelaide 5001
Angela McGowan,. Parks and Wildlife Service. GPO Box 44A, Hobart 7000
Fiona Weaver. 4 The Avenue. Belmont 3216
Myra Stanbury, WA Museum, Cliff~ FremantIe 6160
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ph. (075) 78 2255
ph. (08) 201 2595
ph. (002) 33 6596
ph. (052) 43 1462

